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Tobacconists Predict Increase in Yield
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Veale Obtains '37
Advance ScheduleFor Tobacco Pool

L. L. Veal, general manager
of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association, recently returned from WashingLit, D. C., announced that he
obtaining
was successful in
schedules of Advances for the
1937 crop. This advance, he
said, is practically the same as
en last year's crop u? tobacco.
The Association will be ready
to receive tohareo when .the Tobacco Board of Trade opens the
market.
Csnsidering the advances the
Association has for the 1937
crop; 'Vest said he teeth} -see no
reason why the market should
be lower this year than it was
last.

ROLL-CALL DRIVESURGES THROUGH
1ST WEEK'S WORK

Men To
te Murray
ora
Dec

The Young Business Men's Club
is supervising the Christmas decoerected
will be
rations which
around the square. A committee
from the club has been soliciting
funds form the merchants this
week to pay for the decorations,
and plans are to make them more
elaborate than last year. The club
wants to thank the various merchants who have contribeted to
make this yearly decoration possible, as it carries out the spirit of
the holidays in better fashion and
makes all more conscious of the
occasion.
It is planned ta have the decorations erected by Friday after
Thanksgiving, November 28. .
-

Irvin L. Barnett,
67, Dies Thursday
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First Methodist Church and
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Henry
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Mrs Grace Wilson.
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Phone 379
West Main St.
We Call For and Deliver

$1 m

BLANKETS
Part Wool Blanket, medium weight,
$1.69
A REAL VALUE at, pair
Heavy Part Wool Blanket, 70x80,
$2.25
assorted patterns, pair
,
lbs
4
about
weight
Blanket,
Seal
Gold
72x84
:op
25 per cent wool. A regular 0
Blanket at, pair
70x80

MEN'S SUITS & OVERCOATS

•
.1

Fall Suits in plain young men's
models or fancy double breasted belted
back. Our best quality suits, $22.50 ,to
$25.00-values at
$18'95
Our next best Suits, equally as good patterns and models at
Men's new

SHOES

SHOES

Men's Dress Oxfords in black and brown,
$2.45
.
sizes 6-11, $3.00 value at
Men's genuine calf skin Oxfords in Fortune or
Brewn-bilt, suedes, calf skins and kids.
$3.49
$4.00 values at
$3.95
Men's $5.00 Oxfords
$2.45
Boys' $3.00 Dress Oxfords

_WORK SHOES
Men's plain toe, full retan uppers, solid
leather middle sole, composition outer
$1.98
sole
$1.79
Same in Boys'

One lot

of Men's odd sizes, left from regular stock, all wool; at
414'95
OVERCOATS

New Fall Coats with the new cravenettis finish.
*moo Over-coats-at-$44.95
Other Overcoats in solid blue, oxford grey
and tights, at
$14.95
One lot of Men's Overcoat*
$9.75

MEN',S,BLANKET LINED JUMPERS
Heavy, part wool, plaid lining

$1.`1

WINTER WEIGHT

OVERALLS
Men's winter weight 69c
Unions, full cut
Men's heavy wt. full
Unions
59c
Men's Shirts and
Drawers, each ..
medium
weight Unions
sheavy weight
Boys'
u

16-lb.
Boys'

--EltettiSlifE-frLIRJR

88,
Su-59.

Men's Overalls, Big Smith and Duckhead
SPECIAL

g1.10

WORK SHIRTS
Men's Colton Flannel Shirts
Men's Suede Shirts, heavy weight
Men's Heavy Part Wool Winter Shirts forMen's Washington Dee Cee Work Shirts,
Taxi..Cloth . ,
Big Jess Work Shirt, covert cloth

59(
.

69'
59,
rgerre

e on

by every told.- .For all baking pisposes. For
sale at morrall grocers. Milled y,the

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

first dry
Liquid. Tablets, Headache, 30
!salve, Ness Drops
Minutes
Try "Rub-My-Tiam"-World's Best
Liniment

Your choice of any ladies' hat in the house.
$1.95 and $2.95 •
values at

per

NEW CONCORD MILLING CO

and

FEVER

LADIES' HATS

'FT.:tem-newt 2.& Jusephine SuPaschall
The- --Sentsw. roll 'for
'26 Juanita Paythall 26 Car- School is as follow"'
...i I I Ir. '213
•,- !
Eighth ittii•ie. Freda .Gay Baker
•••• •••••
MI,,. Plkiitne t;roe a n. . opho- and Brenda.Mae Yey. ' ,
v,as S4.1...:(". d ti represent
Sixth greet,. Milli Baker. Lowii.a7ei in the beauty:, rorite,t hetd ell 1(ey. arid Emma Zella keY
•• Murray Satiivtay night
•
Third grade. R, L. Were Mary
./Clizabeth Martin and Winnte Lou
Berne; county Utopia ciub Men
grade. Marcell Key. Max
se
Rend
..iers averaged 67 bushels
bete 9"nPe
Smetherman. and Wrenn Smother.
'hyb-rid corn. •
_mart
First grade: Betty Jean Key.
ntv . irerehanto have.
s Faye Fos..? ,it:O Annie Jean
-5 , •o. •a,
v•

_Best

checks
COLDS

See our Large Circular,, now in the mail. Below are some of the many bargains we are offering in this Big
8-Day Sale. The sale sarts November 19th and ends Saturday, November 271h. We made the mistake
of buying tco much merchandise. Our mistake will be your gain. For 8 full days we are doing somecore right in the
thing we have never done before in th* history of our business. Cutting the prices to the
middle of the fall season. This is your opportunity to save from 25 to 40 per cent on your fall purchases.
Our only aim is to reduce our stock to normal size without regard to profit.

You Will Find

REDEW.
A ERS-

The Blue and White Warriors of
Alma High school open the .home
basketball season FrIday night
with two games with the A and
B teams from Aurora High Scriool.
The competition 'between these
two schools has been keen for the
3 years. Aurera-TOORpast 2
the- game 2 years ago but Almo
bounded back last year and won
by a close score.
-As this is 'Aline's first and only
Seine at home for several weeks,
officials thbri are expecting a
large crowd to come out anti sue
thke boys ooen their seaeon. _
_

NOVEMBER STOCK
REDUCTION SALE

ews

Thanksgiving

Dresses, or
Plain Coats, or
Suits,' or
Overcoats

- -

Dolphin;

Rogins. and

Our alti:nditilee Hu:: week is ald Holland. Jac Wayne Darnell.
very good. Six-weeke exams ore- Sue A.Li rita. Julia Ann Holland,
the topic of discussicri
Joe Donald Der, Patty Gerden.
Construction our :tar new bield- and Eithert Colson.
ing for the grades was progressSin-and grade h net ,il. a wn.
ing nicely until the rain.
i:, Ben Hopk ins. • liomild ThompThe grades are platinSng
son Christine 'Williams, Franklin
Thanksgiving program.
Brandon and Betty Roberts. ReadMr. John tiervis, Max Inspector. ing: Ben Iliaikins. Ronald Thump.
was with 'us Tuesday; also Miss sun. Kenith Joyce, Chrstine WilBrandon. Betty
Ola Mae Farmer, county attend- liams, Frenklin
ance officer. We were Fled tp heve Roberts, and Mable Colson.
both of them with us.
•.
Our basketball team went '-to
The annual fiddlers' contest will
Beelerton Friday night. November be conducted at Taxon High Schsol
12. and was defeated by a score auditorium Friday. night. Novez11of 11-11L- Our next Jamie fs with
1/Wi.-EMALS-_4_40
_*_"___FuLaW
Aim-,-at-- faxen Tuesday night- ned and many musTelana
November 23.
Third and Fourth Grades
Honor rell for_ the second sixweeks is as follows: third grade.
Vera Louise Grogan, Hilda Ann
Emerson, Otis Elkins. Billy Adams,
Rudy Holland. Virginia Mae Cook.
Zrnma Dene Smith, Charlotte Holland, Junior Elliott, and Evelyn
Thomas
grade,
fourth
Wells;
Phelps. Wilma Jane Hopkins, Jim-

usu.

FLOUR
DEPOSITORS

,
.
Almo Warriors - _Will Play Aurora .
„.
. FAist-asid Smog& Grade
.:.This Friday Night
Honor roll- for fi.r.1 grade: Ger-

ale Ruth
Phelps.

A
HAZEL

Modern Store

-r -

With Latest Styles and Best Values
KEN FUCK)

•

tki

-

•
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ra
ight

Goldwater. Junior
High School

Stella Gossip,

Last week's Ledger & -Times
was filled with useful informaBy Ila Frances Stevens
tion and reports concerning Red
Here
to school
('rosili-tar"terr-setr-teettrettl'
this morning, all gathered around
the article came out in full in the roaring fire discussing weekHurrah end events with the thoughts of
Paducah Sun-Democrat.
for Bea Melugin, Clara Barton and Thanksgiving around the corner.Havens.
The old Turkey Proudfoot had
better gobble his last tune, for
Las Vegas,
scin he will, be roasting in the
Nev..
Evening
old oven for our Thanksgiving
Journal said
dinner.
"fishermen were
We are very sorry Mr. Hurt
h.sving good
!isn't with us this morning. He is
lu-at with hoz*
ill with the flu.
and line catchMiss Jones carried the pupils' of
ing bass in the
her room to, Mayfield recenly to
great Boulder
see the picture "Heidi." It wa,s
Dam.- The water
greatly enjoyed by all. The chil-

iors of
.horne
night
A and
hool.

these

'or the
rTiatilf
Almo
won

I

d only
weeks,
ing a
rid see

FOR 19

TRUCKS

crystal and has
a gravel bottom." •I wonder if Damps Smith
and John Cole will ever fish in
Gilbertsville Dam on the Tennessee River? Hardly!
I was sorry or ;he untimely
I
Clopton.
Roscoe
of
death
bought a dicti:nary of him at
Dale & Stubblefield Corner Drug
Store on September 13, 1921.
I attended the poultry clinic at
Stella Calloway county Feed Mill
sponsored by George Cathey, ownA good crowd was there.
er.
Prof. L. W. Eames of Iowa diagnosed 5 -chickens, Lid exactly the
trouble and then proved it by
disceting each bird publicly. He
chloroformed each one and disected them while alive, which caused women auld men to wonder at
Mr. Eames' jakilHuiness. 01 the
depth, width and height of achievements of this 20th century. A large audience greeted John
minister, at
. rinn. young
L. H.
Union Grove Sunday.
Pogue preached at Cottage Grave.
Tenn,
Mr. and Mrs. "Torn" Morgan,
Mr. and Mrs. Connie. Mills, Mrs.
Ida Cochran and Esther went to
Mayfield Sunday night • to hear
the famous N. B. Hardeman preach.
He is president of the Freed-Hardenuin College. which is the .property of Churches of Christ in
Western Kentuck and Tennessee.
Oscar Jones ,assisted by C. 1VLorgee has repaired his house... He
cut one rozmi smack dab out. I
said. "What was the big idea?-.
He said. "Had too much room." 1
owned a great big horse once. I
said to Morg Marine, "how will
you swap?" He said. "Too much
horse for me." Now I have 9
handkerchiefs and 13 Pair of s.ac.
At the Women's Club. 80 per
cent of the members said that
bushy, hairy-headed husbands are
more congenial than "bald-headed" jait)ers. Now what must I
Absolutely nothin'.-"Eagle"
du?

Murray Route 5
The singing at Mt. Pleasant M.
E. Church over in .Tennessee was
enjoyed by a large crowd. Several from this community attended.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Seim and family Sunday were
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Paschall and
daughters, Margaret arid. Jerry
Sue of Jones Mill, Tenn., Jess
Johnson and daughter, Fanny Dean
of Crossland, Mr. and Mrs. J. N.
Johnson and Rube Davis.
Little Norma Sue Simmons has
been sick with a cold but is better
now.
Mrs. Joe Buchanan and sons.
Taylor and Carlton of Union City,
Tenn., were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Shoemaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Freeland
and Mrs. May Grubbs attended the
funeral of Mrs. Mason Paschall
Interment
Monday at Puryear.
was in Green -Plain Cemetery.
Miss Mary McCuiston of Buchanan, Tenn., is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. L. D. Linville this week.
Mrs. Eva Farris and daughter,
Dot. Misses Era and Vera Miller
and Sue Linville shopped in Murray Saturday afternoon.
and
Frances Linville
Misses
Mary Sue Miller were guests of
Misses Sue and Dot Linville Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Grubbs. of
• GMC offers for 1938 Paris.
Tenn.. spent Sunday with
and
light
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Grubbs.
three new
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Shoemaker,
"light-heavy" models—a Mrs. Joe Buchanan. Taylor and
T. A. and
Buchanan.
Carltcn
new 3 1-ton,newl-ton,new Ralph Linville spent Saturday
with Mr. and: Mrs. G. E. Linville
1/
4-tori—built for lowest- and
1
family.
Miss .Sue Linville visited Concost service. GMC also cord
High School Monday with
Miss Faye Hendorr
offers full coverage in the Ray Maefield. Hendon.
They reand Edward
duty
medium and heavy
ted a nice time with old schooland friends.
fields—including a full mates
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Linville and
Mr. and Mn. George Linline of lowest priced stand- family.
ville. Mrs. Regenia Linville and
Miss Mary McCuiston spent Monard cab-over-engine mod- day
at Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Lin2 to if ville's. The men gathered corn
/
els, capacities 11
nd. the ladies quilted. Mrs. MoltonstStie tt.e 1V38
`11;1-Yehtirtic. and granddaughter. Ila
•Hurt were afternoon callers.
now—get .t he new low Fay
So long!-Poop-Deck-Pappy.

the little girl, Heidi, who was
played by Shirley Temple.
Mr. Hurt is "sponsoring a community play, "Wild Ginger," which
is to be given suon.
The freshmen have just finished making an interesting study of
"Kidnapped."
who .. were
Those
fortunate
enough to make the hory-r roll in
the freshman class were: Sue Nell
Adams. Clemmie Youngblood. and
Ila Frances Stevens.
Sophomores making the honor
roll were Gracy Nell Waldrop.
Frances Fuqua. and Mae Nell
Armstrong.

At the end of four and one-half
months of schNil we have taken
an invoice to see how we stand.
We have had three entertainments
and with the three have cleared
$25: We made a trip to Columbus.
Ky., which cost us $15; bought a
new basketball and equipment
costing' nearly $7.00, have ordered
12 new play books for a play to
be staged the 18th of December.
entitled "The Thread of Destiny."
It is a Civil war play, with lots
of dark, drcll humor-and we have
had iota of Rood times and hard
lessons and everything that goes
to make up an ordinary school
year.
Although the time has
seemed short in the past we hope
that things will so adjust themselves that time will soon come
when we will hear "Jingle Bells
Jingle Bells and see people getting
cedar trees to celebrate the very
noted and should be very solemn
Holiday-Christmas.
We are having a school program
of
afternoon, - composed
Friday
readings, dialogues and a 1-act
play, composed by teacher, entitled "An Unexpected Outcome."
Be sure you tell eyerybody and
each one bring scmeone to our
play Saturday night. December 18,
A i 3-act farce-comedy.
at 7:30,
1-2 hours. with 25 characTime,
ters.
Well, we say. so lung, until next
time.J. W. Scott, reporter for
,
fourth grade; Edwin Stalls, sixth;
and Argenteen SillS, reporter and
organizer for eighth grade.

RILL LE

"lz TO
12

Tons

;

price.. See,try,buyGMC,
the n ewest in trucks!
Ti..

thrr..gh our own Y M A. C.
r
inn.,.0 loot.' ovaaloblft rotes

jTII
.. ALE
MOTOR SALES
Mayfield, Ky.
GENERAL MOTORS
TRUCKS &TRAILERS

MAN'S 20 STORE
YING POWER ..•

Woodlawn School
News'
•

ano

;

STOCK UP:
SPECIAL
VALUES!

HERE
THEY
ARE!

Puryear Route 3
Wonder how the people are liking this snow Tuesday morning?
Hummkng Bird doesn't like it.
Mrs. Ola Morris and daughter,
Mary Katherine, were in'Parts
Monday of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Talberi Story have
the cutest little houses around
Oak Grove church,
I guess 'Porter Thompson is
looking for more snow. He has
two:Mrge-ricks el -wood prepared
for the wtnter winds.
Odic Morris is on the sick- liaj
this week.
twat
Morris iszliflff,

BRINGS GREATER VALUES ON ALL YOUR NEEDS!
BULK BUYERS ATTENTION! QUANTITY BUYERS TAKE NOTICE! You can do better at'Lerman's—All the way down the line! We're
ready now with smashing values. With all purchases of our greater value, we give you unrestricted choice of any one of many valuable gifts
... When $5 or $10 worth is reached. Large mixing bowls, cake plates, 14 piece dinner sets, salt and pepper shakers, pewter serving trays,
•
etc. See them in our store.

$60

Here we are in another week
and how pretty the sun is shining.
Miss Pearl Thompson and mother had as their visitors Friday a
number- of ladies from Hazel for
dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Toni Strader and
Tidwell
Mrs. Ralph
daughter.
were in thlurray Saturday shopMr. and Mrs. Carl Lamb and
Mrs. Mary West visited .Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Bruce Wilain and son,
Billie Bruce.. near Stone School,
Sunday after church.
Monday
left
Ben W. Cherry
night for V. S. Veterans Hospital
will
he
at Outwood. Ky., where
be admitted for treatment.
at
church
attended
Several
Green Plains Church . ;)f Christ
Sunday. Garvin Curd preached.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh White were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Elwood White after church.
In the afternoon they visited Mr.
and Mrs. Lone White and family.
Mrs. White is on the sick list.
Mrs. H..0. St. John is able to
walk without the use of crutches.
She sprained her ankle .4several
weeks ago.'
The-county road grader has been
grading the roads around here
and they are in pretty good shape.
We sure appreciate them being
fixed.
It is mail time so I had .better
run along.-Scatter-Brains.
FIRST, BAPTIST CHURCH.

"

Sunday subject: 11 a. m.. "Back
to Bethel"; 7 p. m., "My Old Kentucky Home",
Monday, 10 a. m.
"When the Old Grow Young"
will be Dr. Powell's theme and
every person 70 years of age'or
over wilt be, guests of honor. .A
bouquet will be given the oldest
person present and another bouquet to the couple present married the longest. Committees or.
idvitations transportation. and welcome are working. Everyone who
wishes to join in honoring the
men and women wno have madc
our country what it is, irrespective
of denomination, is urged-ha comeans help „the
operate. -Ely
pastor, deacons, and committee on
invitation.. Get the name.01 ever)
person seventy years of age or
over within a radius of 30 miles
of Murray. And let each person
interested ,in this historic ahrVice
plan to be present and bring as
Many 70 year-old people or ever
as possible. Dr. Powell says there

R.C:A. VICTOR RADIO FREE!

To be awarded FOURTH MONDAY IN DECEMBER, at 3 P. M.

Women's 5$c Silk Striped

Union Suits
Fall Weight, Built up Shoulder Style

.39c
Scatter-Brains' News

this States 100 years old or over, and
He
that 3,000 of these are women.
will tell us why Monday morn"MITITY:OS C71717-14Prtv 1,171V irvery preiviston i,e- mode feePrOdatai -the - care of all who eome..bora.allasaat agricultural fairs.
A marl bed 30 feet thick -and
In Rockcastle and Madison coun- covering several acres has been
ties, a crowd exceeding 4 500 per- opened in Garrard county, with
'
marl selling at 51.'
sont attended farm fairs.

Talbert Story, gs,ther corn
I er.
Week.-Humming Bled! .

All-Wave
Table Model

36 to 48 sizes. Snug fitting
cotton rib. Creard color. Falk
stripes are interwoven and
cannot ravel out.

This radio set will get any station, American or foreign, by a simple turn of the
dial. It has automatic eye detector, superheterodyne construction; perfect tubes and
large dial. This radio and other prizes wilt be given away on the Fourth Monday
in December, absolutely FREE!
R. C. A. VICTOR TABLE MODLEL RADIO FREE-5 Tubes, retails
for $22.50. FOUR SETS OF 14-PIECE TABLEWARE FREE!

Get Your Tickets Now! These Prizes Cost You
NOTHING EXTRA

Men's Winter Weight Ribbed

Union Suits
69eFull length, snug fitting, body-warming unions. Round
neck style with rayon trim
fronts. Select cotton yarns,
ecru color, 38 to 46 aizes.

12c

Mt. Mist Glazed
COTTON BATTS..

Sc Part Linen
.
39` -Crash
TOWELING yd.5
Standard width
borders.

Boys' Blanket Lined tiQc
OVERALL JACKETSUCP

81x90 Inches
Pepperell SHEETS

11 c Homestead
GINGHAMS, yd

Sizes for boys up to 18 yearS.
Heavy blue .denim.

Guaranteed to wash and
for three years.

Warm and fully

Work Shoes
$1.97 Pr.
Grey elk leather uppers. Rubber heels with steel rim
plates. For field, police and
general heavy duty wear.

84`
wear

Boys' 50c Chambray
WORK SHIRTS ...

Snug Tiickstitch
PANTS and VESTS

Sizes 8 to 14. Sturdy, fast t
color, coat style, well tailored.

Winter weight. Sties for women to large girls.

Men's 15c Fancy Pattern

Children's Well Made Sturdy,

Boys' Corduroy Knit Bottom

Dress Sox

Leather Shoes
98c

Knickers
98c pair

Stripes, thecks,••Clockines

8c.pan.'
valut s
hose
Remarkable
Brand new patterns. Seamless, stainless, long wearing.

Misses' Brushed Wool and
Cardiggart Knit Sweaters,
98c
Slip-ons and Coat
styles
and cohventional
Choice of rust,
copen blue and
Sizes 28 to 34

alhers.
-Marl and browii—TeHave staunch, good wearing
soles and heels. Sizes 8 1-2
to large 2.

30,O-4h
Birdseye Diapers,
TEN for

98c

Soft, sanitary and absorbent
Full 30x30-inch sizes. Package of
.
10, sells regularly at $1.39. FiT
Quality, hemmed to size.

Brand new $1.98
Fall Hats ....,

Choice Of tailored styles with
satin top bodice and plain hems
Lace trims, too. -Hollywood style.
Pink and tearose .colors, 34 to
44 sizes.

Come and see the new rail styles
--We've sweetened this sale With
Chic, new- youthful, faahisin hats
worm $1.98 each. Missk.s and
matron's head sizes.

LESS!

17c

1 50 values-. --.17-y
heavy riU cords, in dark gray
and brown. 7 to 14 sizes. Reinforced stitchitigs.. Fluted
rib knitted bottoms

size Bath
Towels, each

98c

1 Oc

Exceptional values, worth 15c
each if bought singly. Extra absorbent, thick and generous size
White or white with bordersi,

35c Genuine
Brand Pillow
Cases

Pepperell

5
2c

8c
assorted

finished.
Smoothly
color checks.

c
l/2c
Sc Yard Wide
Brown MUSLIN id a".. 2

Sheeting
- 25c yd.
brand of brown
Famous
sheoting. Guaranteed to outlast all others. Full 81 inches
(9-4, wide.

Union Suits
39c
4 to 12 sizes. Some with silk
stripes. Half and full length
styles. Winter weight cotton,
ribbed, fleeced backs.

le count, closely- i.voven. and
aches in washing.

tig

FEATHERPROOF

One Lot of 79c

Bed Ticking

Wash Suits

Full 8-ounce--29c

1 - 18x36

Paneled and bias cut Taffeta Slips.
49c
Each

WINTER
--NEEDS
.FOR'
— MUCH

Pepperell

hildren's SOc Winter

Men's 53.00 Double Sole

Crew neck
collar styles
green. bevy,
wine colors

Embroidered tops with tucked bodice. Generously cut
sizes, choice of colorfal stripe
patterns. All sizes to 42. Fall
50-imh lengths.

Assorted color

Finest pure w_hite cotton. Large
sizes, full weight.

8' to 12 sizes.
cut.

Outing Gowns
49c

81-inch

Get your free tickets with each 50c purchase at our store. Inquire for all details
when making your purchase. Remember SIX BIG PRIZES. Keep all tickets. They
are valuable. There will be given away the -Fourth Monday in December, which
is the 27th. Get your tickets now.
Girls' 19c Ribbed
JERSEY BLOOMERS

Women's 63c

3 to

Value

49c

21c yd.
AVISIVInte grade A'
Pure indigo blue dye, neat
stripes. Guaranteed feather
and Vir-proof

Plaid pattern, satin bound
Part Wool Blankets__ Actual $1.59
kinds

98c

Other

Blankets—Sheet,

-ong and short sleeve styles
with fancy blouse and dark•
Fast
shorts. Sizes 3 to 8.
colors.

Brushed Wool zipper style
rae..silen with -plain or
98c
pleated backs.
Each
Solid colors and neat windowpane cheeks and plaids. Have
zipper slide opening at necek.
Long sleeves. Sizes from 28 to
36 6fo6r6 boys. Regular $1.69
valoes

Indian, Camels Blankets.
Priced from—

Full bleached, 36x42-in. size.
to
PepperelliThiee -guaranteed
give long service. Excellent _
quality. Wide hems

.49c to

Women's 69c full fashioned Silk Crepe Hose,
Pair
_ ,1
Sheer, clear...Silk crept float trt

49c

best selling colors for right now.

0C
00
i
Aitifi(Azwtk
L41)r
•

PAM

"a

Sizes

•%, I )i4 F

KNOWN rOR BLI I ER VALUES

WE HELP
•

BALANCE

OWN
BUDGET

••••••••••••-•2.-.,7*=•-ft.,1

•••
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Iform minimum hour or wt.& gal*.
Araiii -that- the- mau

lift piano around awhile!"

l

IrUST JOTS

a synonym for gr.ovrtb-lor the
most nearly perfeet government.
Today we enjoy prosperity born
from the spiral turmoil of a ariation's climb-the blood and the
struggle and the hell of a nation
wrested from wilderness by splendid men and women whose souls
were unconquerable!
On this Thanksgiving anniversary, let us be worthy of the memory and thankful for the duty of
those who made us great!

Two swingsters overffedrd at
"The experience of states
the Carnival:
preitt
ll
municipalitiet definitely
By .John
lir
He: Nothing can measure my
that reorganization cf government I
for you!
love
business!
modern
the
lines
of
along
She: Let s• sit out the measure.
administrative practice can InIts good news for all of Western
crease efficiency, minimize error.
Publishers duplication and waste, and raise Kentucky that the Illinois Central
R. R. Meloan and John S. Neal
Bob Miller from Hazel said he
Railroad will reemploy the
Manage"
Neal
Editor
and
Advertising
John S
Ureamed he was awake and woke
the morale of the public -service. men December 13 they laid
November 13. When railroad men up to find out he was asleep. Never
"To avoid waste and to give the are working it is a sign of good mind. Bob. you'll wake up some. . Hortin gets the "old
from
the
money's
worth
nation its
buainess, ad their wageit, whet\
MEMBER
national funds we expend. we must, spent for things
their families defense mechanism" to work at a
Bill
Rainer
buaitiess corporation. need will in turti be spent many moment's notice.
any
NATIONAL EIDITOPIAL like
have a definite building and ope- times. The shops are. Vcated at never gets -the notice . . . No,
Jerome, you don't have to be
rating plan worked out ahead of Paducah.
crazy to write a column, but it
time-a planned order in which
"Hold That Line!" will be the
to 'make expenditures. a planned
Let's not forget the Red Cross helps!
sermon of A...V. Havens, minister
.e...s.nenditureat
we
tirning_lor
,41,alk1tat
rherti-t....4*--eek.k.assoh eau' apaata is
_
Irrelevancies: -Overheard in the or the luSt Christian Chutell, at
may keep our working force em- on iv 350 memberships, we must
the Sunday night church service,
Entered at the Postoffice. Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter ployed, and a planned coordinated
have 600 to be able to maintain a courtroom-Lawyer: "What's the next Sunday. This will he the
use of the projecta after comple- paid secretary., Any organization Matter. witness? You've lost your
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and hon."
Withea.s:- "Just practicing second of a series of Foot Ball
functions more efficiently if some- wit".
Stewart. Counties; Tenn., $1 00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere. $21/0.
Sermons which was begun before
one gives it their., full time, and the maxim. 'When in tRome, do as a peeked crowd last Sunday night.
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market
do'"
Romans
.
.
.
If
the
fancy
for
,necessary
secretary
us
paid
a
furnished upon application.
•At this service, the football squad
if you haven't turns lightly to love only in of
Red Cross W-rk. Si_
.
the Murray High School and
springtime, 'there are a few gerfI
forget
don't
subscribed,
already
There-- will be approximately
ideas a chance. The ,highlights of
tlemen around here 'who don't the High School band will be
misshas
solicitor
the
so.
If
to
do
Let
Be
: his speech are worth repeating and $320.000 distributed in Christmas ed you. took one up.
.
know when the seasons change . . guests of honor. It is hoped that
'studying by every individual. He savings checks duriag„ the next
A rolling 'stone may gather no those who turned away last Suncomes
Thanksgiving
mallyear
as
Over
6.600,000
Each
did not propose highet taxes or two weeks to
moss, but a sitting hen
never day night unable to get in will
Building is continuing to go for- _grows fat . .
around We are apt to repeat and „ furthering burdening of big busi- viduals in the United States by
InCenalstency: a come a few minutes earlier this
a-tell- our children - . the sante atattvanajag --which - might destiny human 40O-banking -institutions: - The es- ward.' It you -have- not already million dollar highway and a $50 Sunday night and ba comfortakly
- story, of Than giving. Thanks- ' initiative. Read this and you will timated average amount for each planned that new home of your scluothouse . . What was it that seated. , The service will begin
cwn or modernized an old one, let's was four weeks old when Cain with the beauliful, dramatic, can-,
giving. Thursday. November 25. i have - Confidence that this lull is member is $48.55.
1117.-4akea ainas new meaning to r1 temporary and that business. in- .Of the total amount that will be do so now. Statistics show that was born, and is not yet five dle,light worship service, "Words
American.s. dit-T6refathers came ' dustry. and good times will con- paid out approximately $3.100,000 a better house can be built now weeks old? Oh yes, the moon. And Music" at 7:30.
to this country and landed en Ply- i tinue as itabas_dlitring the past four is in the state of Kentucky. Of for less money than 10 years afiP
The Sunday morning worship
mouth Rock in 1620 to seek free- , years. We. have ,no use for calam- this total amount it is estimated . . . and Murray can well .be 'Next Thursday is Thanksgiving, service . will begin at 10:45.
slogan
-of
;tot
Its
eWitt
afar
proud
cerit
wilT
thaFilrper
' &MI - _in i citron amt _th4r?Tc'd aity howlen_an America.- -We must
e-Cray of-dayi-fOr - Americans, eloThe'Sunday' School lea bySupChristmas purchases; 25 per cent more peeple- own theinown
thought. They set aside Thanks-. head
not attempt to destr
quent with, the Spitit -Of- that No- erintendent George S. Hart,"'wilt
giving as a day to remember the worthy projects. and visions can will go , into permapent savingt: than an) other city of comparable vember-day when? a new nation meet Sunday morning at 9:30.
Lord ler. the good things He had come true. Let every class of 12 per .cerit for taxes: 8 per . cent size in the -United States.
realized
its
birth in thankful
The Young .People's Society of
enabled them to accomplish. In business pull together and not for _year end commitments: .6 per
prayer.,.
Christian Endeavor will meet in
-threat-a - and de- -cento_forazacagages interest: 5 .., per
--ntstrtr--rftintifi,-40da.ii-44-- 1114-bet'tlale r at : each.-• ethers,
TVA officials are- looking for - America has gone- far since that the Young People's Parlor at C30,
a day of joyous living and feast- .mand iubsfaies that are not a-co- cent for ahsurance premiums, and hcmes. They have leased offices first Thanksgiving Day. - has Sunday evening.,
.
"`•
By :ea-operation 2 per -cent for- education: - travel. here, and there,. will be still a grown . ftdm a child into a giant ' The tumor Christian Endeavor
- - .horrrically- sound:
•
.
- Mg.
- - --..
Charity..
.
and
greater demand for homes and whose moving finger in a sense di- Society_ will meet in the lecture
-- We forget that a IS commeraora- sa can meet every situation
. • While athe Christmas . Savings apartments.. As these men come rects the destiny of the World. room, Sunday evening at 6:30.
- -. tian of relitiouS and political free- . - idea.
an
incorporated
Club
idea
is
to
right
-a
here they bring their families, , rnerica to the World has become
The' Christian Fellowship Club,
. dorna Every man has
..Sirice your adjournment in Augworship as he pleases in thit coun- ust there has been a marked re, yet it has been a methodical way and add materially to the payroll
try, Every race to 'his own creed. cession in industrial production for- of teaching millions to save. Banks here. Leta. give them a walcome.
, We .have enjoyed Democratic Goto lowing a fairly steady advance for. in smaller corranunities find it a They will be our fellow citizens
burden to conduct - such a plan, and 'Many of them may be here
Ernment so long we are apt to more than four years."
.
but the, idea is well enough known permanently, and others -Vs ttuite
I:req, the lack of individual tree•-The present dealine has not that every individual can create a number of years.
dom that existed in Spam. in
- Russian. in Germany. and in Japan areached aseriatia. proportion. ,But it his own savings club -for christa smaff-anaotintmas
7 WST %;:‘ - slicitilci be " thankful - that has the effect ,of decreasing the
And speaking of improvements.
ire are not held down by palace . nation's income-and that is aheach
. week in his bank and,leav- the Stokes-Smith Motor Company
.
mg It there. Such planned sailmilitary. religious. or economicclic- matter of.. definite _concern."
Motor Co.) is relugs on the part of individuals ifortperly Beale
tatorshIps as our brethren across
.
modeling their quarters on East
-- the sea. Let us be truly** thankful ""With the exercise of ordinary develop 'character and integrity Main Street... The office is being
for themselves, and 'gives them 'a
- and ice-ilp 'America. 1°T-I 11;t45°'Who prudence. there is no,'reason why nest egg to purchase the things moved to the Southwest corner of
believe, in political, religious, nth.- we should suffer any prolonged
the stock room
they want and meet obligations the sales room, and
- tarY and aeart`31ntr freed- wo- leceao-ion. let,. alone any genegal
and work shop are being rearrang
fallingdue,
part.
We
our
all Mast do
hone economic paralyiss. Despite sio
- e
more convenient fazili'While we shonld not look ,at ed to give
-by Thanksgiving day. 1938- that Maladjustment-a which can be curtis%to their customers,„ A larger
others who -are now embroiled in reeled. underlying conditions are Christmas in a„ commercial spirit. display arid sales room will be
the • Story of_ Christ's Birth has:
warfare will lay down the sword not unfavorable.",
front - if the
been imriressed upon the minds of available in the
.
and follow the plowshare. and • ,
building. It will be redecorated'
-We should give ,special censid- youth, and children. and even the
a real
that they to, can en)
out.
and
inside
_gifts_ and
(lay e. Thar.5s;2...•....z
- .
.
eration to lightening the inequit- elders by the exchange of
by Such action we are. indelibly
The rowdiest fun-riot since "The Thin Man- .
able burdens on the enterprise 'of
eased
that will, The price of bread has inc,
as your favorite cut-ups skylark through the
the shall business men of the writing an unpression
shortage of
due
to
a
Vruguay
in
never be forgotten. , It is _taught
is above
romance of the beauty who saves her sister
that it is better to give than re- wheat. Thfg wheat price
They will
ceived. Christmas gifts should be the market Wice there..
from
a Prince of Vagabonds . •' . and
'a'l-weather'
farm
hope
The greatesthumanitarian leader,, "We need an
given in that spirit. Planned sava have to buy wheat. eat. let us
keeps him for herself! Bill SINGS
a people of. all time has again plan-a' plan that uses the reason- ings on the part ofesch individ- they will, seek it in the U. S. If
his message 'able surpluses of la year of gaod hal pzovides the _eaathly means to we could find world marketa for.
spoken-this time .
... it's a howl!
to the special session of Congress.? weather to carry oven food sup- is rry out -this mandate on the part our surpluses, we would not have
well
plies
to
rnake
up
the
shortages
of
a
treproductions
at
restrict
to
received
have
been
His
of our Saviour. which otherwise
gov.many, and naturally criticized l'a year of bad weather."
we might not be able to do. No mendous cost to our - national
by some, as all leaders ate. Critics
better spirit could be shawn than ernment.
•
"1
believe
that
the
Clangress
can
'
may call him N.I.s.:onary but he
taking a part of our savings and
sana-oalequate making Christmes merry for those
Anal apeakingaefe-fereign marproposed- planned work which haa-A consu?..VtionallY
he
.
tealfarm
act
that
will
be
within
the
including
paint exports
alleviated suffering:
less fortunate with- food. -clothing. kets,
meaning
of
the
Constitution."
and
ready
mixed painta.
the -fight to put our financial inand,toys for the children.
lacquers have increased 26 per
ave
stitutions am a Saund jaasis: in all
aie-ahaaastaraoarawatta at-no-gra-kw -aexpleitstion -of- child labor
cent during the first nine months,
They have ' been
of this year
number of People
His efforts I and the underutting of wages and
stretching of hours of the
the 'retching
shipped to nearly every country
will- be long-remembered.
workers
paid
in
periods
,
of
To lairksey High School the on the Globe.
He still 'is ,the lesder at' taw" Poorest
people.
He ',is conscientiona la business_ recesaton has a aenous beauty contest held al Murray last
very Atinite
‘iortfiti 4
0a...what_
effect on buying peaver. In the Saturday night -meant- that -KirkItaly T13 forcingaotrullers by. of- thinks Is right. - Whether you "fintereit al the national et,onon•o- sey's representative. Miss 'Thelma ficial decree to mix 10 per cent
. wia: individual believe in .hirre- or such adjustments as must be made Dale Marine, was third "prettiest" corn meal with all wheat flour.
mats he is youR pREsiDENT_ shou.k* Mat be at the expense of girl in MI the high schools of ,the in order to eteate a surplus of
CountY. •We were very -"protid of wheat to "take care' of loan .
ebie" uS beet' them:.
•.
the record she made for our in.. prpdluqinn therP
record durine the nag four roaral
and better in cffice has proved
"This does not mean that legisla- school,' as well as the personal in this day and age is self-suf..a. 1). is w; 7.•hwhiIe to g:Ve 1115 H.,r, TT:71,7
.
• um-- horr_-r- for herself. Of -course we ficient. Peace ahd trade argreestudents .at Kirksey think she de- mentr shauld be made among
served even:more, but our only foreign nations to stimulate, world
v.:otit-bf warrimg now is. "don't trade, and use the surkteses of the'
-various nations.
cot'the big head!"
The Walls_ UT our auditorium
•7asionally echo with Hit - "tab: Signs still point to a greater
a rails!" of the newly elected prosperity despite the conditions
or leaders, as ' they warm up. as reflected by Wall Street-What
Hlese nuisy. individuals are as they do there should not effect the
• lows.: Sue
Marine, ' Imogene business of America ha general.
Dulaney. and Robert Carhea.
a •It ia in sense a gambling proposi•
G. W. Edmdnds has been apa tion and the • fluctuations in prices
pointed as our official scorekeeper. should be controlled by the 'old
County. Agent J. T. CO'cliran laws of - supply and ...demand Incame- down Thursday and '' as- lead of financial groups who'are
sisted in orgaraprig a"pew 4-H trying' to clean up by the manipuClub. The new officets are: preso-' lation Of stocks. The district office
Silent. •Rutherford Morgan: vice- of 'the- United States department
president. Sue'Marine: secretary- of commerce reports that there, hat
treasurer. imagene ' Dulaney.- song been a gain of 81 per cent iii-l-4.1.leader. -Sue Marine:. reporter,. Imo- S. Auto ,Sales abroad: 10 per cent
gene • Dulaney; .psogram ' enntnit- stlire safes have been better so
tee,"Laii-ra'Lynn Radford . arid Rob far this, year. .
•
-.
Ginglea. - • .- It is a worthwhile duty for all
-The--Eirksey .Eagles suffered defeat Friday ...night when. Farming- those who are' now unemployed to
ton won a 1-point victory in a be, sure -and register through then
very good game of basketball. We postman or at the post office.
hope, to defeat Brewers' next Wed- Planks are free. Proper intim:Elanesday . night 'when
we .go down tion given by each - indiifidual on
.
card will give the goverrithent
there.
.the unemptoYment
The . Home Economics Club met a good view of
1931—Business opened.
Tuesdeya November IC in the problem-as it -egists today artd -tthie
-h-ome , economics' room with 16 tfargla foe- -a --cmnpreheitsive study
1932—Installed continuous filtering system.
members' present. An • initiation and approaeh to the question.
1933—Master,Circle automatic hat machine.
party was planned arid the follow-Mg committees oratiew4iNalAgzak-ii
14
-4*.
--Installed velvet finishing' machine. f-1
refreshment' econmittee, WilTritTeisC l
Pace -Thelma Dale Marine. and
1935—Leather jackets tint fin:ched.
Imogene Dulaney: entertiOnment
By
committee. &Lie Marine. Mary Eliz1934m-installed knTi "i3LOCKING machine.
JULIAN III
abeth Johnson aind Mary . Belie
1937—Obtained Convenient location on SOUTH
Pacc time ..and .place .-cf.rminittee.
atory Sanders; Frances Coleman.
You know a:he people -of Mum ray
SIDE COURT SQUARE.
-,1
Beatrice Sue jautaworthv• a
a
VIA* au.ax„.
ristitution committee. Mary E
_ frown for every -season and a
1937..=Ealablished economy cash and carry sysaeth .1...hrison. Sue Marine. •ahd smile for everybody - clar„ You
tem.
;ladys Hawks.
can't keep a-good Man down, the
alit N.ayjr
.111.11-_.)/(111_
tae
find a good man down to begin
SOUTH HOWARD SCHOOL
with
awhith
all
brings
.us around
HONOR ROLL
to the point that in
South- Irciwapti's --h-ohor roll -for c1um-n yew can't lose, because you
that thirst mforittLis
tollows:
with
hay_gpilagat anything to begin
First grade. Joe Miltrin Bran;
I 'aim- Billie 'Armstrong. hens Tinsvii yet to see the 'toll bridge
-asecond grade. Genlla Mae' aerator
who. didn't
have
a
liart. third grade. naudill Hart. beatific- smile breaking over, fit
Max Paschall Lynn Craw- 'face as he lftated his.lips and at
ritairet
;
hand to have it chalked V. i'.11
A.NICI.N§Qyn
futarth Vt.i from paannilt-ov;r 4
:
"
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Havens To Preach
"Hold That Line!"

,Atet_s4s
,ocIATiONI
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Planned Savings

US
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Thankful .

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
_fxcept Sunday

1

-.
a fellowship organization fpr men,
will have, Its dinner meeting
Monday evening at 6:30 in. the
church dining room. A apleadid
entertainment' 'has
program of
been arrapged. All men are invited to 'attend.
The Mid-Week Meeting will be
held Wednesday night at 7:30.

I

Clinic Hospital Notes I

Bedford Macklin, Franklin counPatients admitted to the KeyaHouston Clinic Hospital'this week ty, has terraced a 67-acre field on
his farm as a demonstration.
are -as follows:

THREE MUNICIPAL PLANT PROPOSALS •0
DEFEA-TEIDIN-ASSOCIA-TEO-TERRITORY
Reading Voters Turn .Down $4,750,000 Municipal Bond
Issue by Almost TIvo to 12Ine
Among the election returns of Tuesday were those Lrorn Reading,
Pa., where the citizens by a decisive vote rejected the proposal that
the city bond itself for $4,750,000 to build a municipal electric plant
and distributioo system to compete with the Metropolitan Edison Company, a unit of 'the Associated Gas & Electric System for all electric.
business within the _city liralta With all of the Precincts reported the'
vote was 17,315 against the bond issue and 9,984 for the bond issue.
The proposal was the principal issue of the Socialist party of
Reading and was indorsed by all Socialist candidates for office. Association's of taxpayer's and other citizens groups as well as many indi%ideals unposed the issue on the grounds that it would ,plunge the city
anaiebt up_to •thealimia, would jeopardize the city's credit and would be
a needless waste of the peoples' money for an entirely inadequate plant.'
Other communities in areat served by units of the Associated Gas
& Electric. System. defeled similar proposals. Beattyville, Kentucky,
by a vote of 170 to 64, refused to go Intodebt for The doubtful benefits
of miniiciparownership, and earTy returns from _Irvine, Ky., indicated
their rejection of the -proposal by at- least two to one vote.
November 3, 1937.
Ad v t .

CAPITOL1

TODAY and FRIDAY

THRILL SHOW!

HIS NEWEST

P

ROUNDUP

The Fun and Romancal•

,

•

1

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

SATURDAY

YOU'LL DOUBLE UP WITH LAUGHTER
As Bill and Myrna Doi ble

Visions Come True ihatic.....

Pete Gudauskas, Murray; Bill
Thompion Murray; Lyle Putman,
Murray; Ike Ctore, furyeer. Tenn.;
Mr. Alonzo Beaman, Lynn Grove;
Edward Jones, Dexter; Mrs. Galen
Trevathan; Miss Josephine Farley.
Patients dismissed this week:
M-s. Ray -Steele, Knight; ftalph
Crouch, Lynn Grove.

Oft

.

-

points

RADIO PATROL, Chapter 4
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CARTOON
SUNDAY and MONDAY

.
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She met him in Paris...and.
snubbed
. him
• in London!
They strol;ed the lases together in the
Boas do

Boulogne . troluba didn't even nod alien then paths
crowd m Hyde Park tor IS. time ber husband
gives you a new, delvdah
(7,,Durtr.ck m

Let's Watch For It
WE PROMISE

a NEW STEP in our war on inferior
clea
- ning!
We,thitik this -the greatest advance- ment in our effott to truly serve the cleaning ret4i1 trade,

We have stepped forward to give thee

1

•

Mut-tic- S4ittire'

'1937 --And now this one .. . You'll marvel at its benefits and 'results.
Watch for it!

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
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HERBERT MARSHAT
MELVYN DOUGLAS
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MURRAY'S BIG CLEANING PLANT!

DIETRICH

.20..A1211,4,__Kvituja

Boone cleaners
PHON€ 211P"

MARLENE

Florence RICE •,John BEAL
Edgar
Jessie

•

7
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11,1 wg

WITH
Barbara Stammer
Ann Shirley

John Boles

-40111ERf.
JAMES sTEWA'RT
BARRYMORE
LIONEL

RUM
FLORtlICE Ilter • FALK
Sarasel S. Watts
14 pais •
Sweatt Parker
Poi ILA .•
_ .
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Mr. Lumsden also attended Murray State and is continuing his
stUdies at the University of • hitsi scald, where he and his bride
4 will make their 'home following
their marriage.

Mayfield to Hear
A Capella Choir

Social Calendar I

SALS 0
FORY1 Bond

PHONE 247, PLEASE

OCi ETY

lin counfield on
ion.

PATTE, FIVE

all its tonal richness in outstand- at the family home Saturday' of
Clark.
Enjoyable Music Club's Prograrn j
prised it.th-g- noon hour, when she Mrs. Frank
1mg pictures by George Biddle, last week. She was discovered in
learned thar the beatiffful -blend- games wercoplayed after *M&Of Interest
Tuesday evening at the home of !Jean Chariot Howard Cook, Adolf a serious condition and was rushship iritipt that was being quilted freshments were served.
Gueata present were Nell Car- Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. Scott, Mrs. Dehn, Mabel Dwight, Wanda Gag. ea to the hospital at Murray but
belonged to her. A _joyful day
raway;. Martha Lou Taylor, Rue- E. J. Beale. Miss Lillian Waders.' William Gropper, Rockwell Kent. efforts to save her were futile.
Was spent.
A delightful dinner was served vene Taylor, Minnie Louise Parks, snd Miss Roberta Whitnah were Waldo Peirce and Raphael Soyer. Funeral services were held at
There are etchings by Paul Puryear Monday with burial at
to: Mrs. Iva Woodall, Mrs. Jessie Mae Frances Taylor, Patsy Ann hosts to the members of the Music
Cadmus, John Marin, Kenneth Green Plains Cemetery, one and
Lee, Mrs. Lois Reeves, Mrs. Neva Paschall, Billie Brooks Paschall, Club and a few guests.
Missionary Society Has
DeChildress. Mrs. Mary Miller, Mrs. Rachel Brandon, Iva Nell WilkerThe business session was presid- Hayes Miller, Grant Reynard, R. a half mite north of Hazel.
Unit Meetings
Irell Miller, Miss Eva Hopkins, son. Rebecca Sue Wilkerson, Euple ed over by the chairman, Mrs. A. W. Woiceske and others. In- his spondency over ill health is supact.
Skyline"
York
the
"New
caused
have
magnificent
posed to
The circles of the Woman's Mis- Mrs. Jack Griffin, Mrs. Edith Ed- Erwin, Ruby LaNell Erwin, An- F. Yancey.
Reginald Mash employs a combinaShe is survived by her hushanu
sionary Society of the First Meth- wards, Mrs. ha Futrell, Mrs. N. nette Webb, Barbara Jean TayCopy Isr tl . page, should be
A program of much artistry and tion of pure etching and engraving. who is associated with, her brothers
lor:
submitted not later than Tuesday .
odist Church held program and C. Wooden, Mrs. Virginia Woodall.
skill was presented by Mr. C. R.
The stencil is popularly regarded in the operation of the Whaled(
Bronzie Dell Clark., Charles Bee MeGavern_ of the college faculty,
Mrs. Lorena Marshall, Mrs. Neva
afternoon each week..
social meetings in the homes of
various- members Tuesday Lou Schroeder, Miss Frances Bar- Stark, oe Milton Brandon, Car- who was guest artist for the oc- as the newest of the graphic Mill.
the
because artists
mediums. This.
Wheeler,
Morton, Bryon
nett, Miss Connie Mae Morgan, min
afterneon.
casion. The evening was a rare
Rev. Charles 'Humphreys, pastor
Circle No. I met at the home of Miss Zeno- Belle Schroeder, Mrs. Woodrow Wheeler, Hampton Er- treat for music lovers present. Mr. have made serious use of it as a
means of expression only since
14 jhe First 'Methodist Church of Mrs. C. H. Bradley with Mrs. J. M. Schroeder, Misses Annett win, Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brandon, McGavern's prograin follows:
Woodall, Nellie Mae Marshall, Lou ,tairvin Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Sonata op. 57 lAppassionatai, Al- the beginning of the twentieth
that city.
Henry Elliott assisting hostess. .
.Aetually, however, the
century.
Miss Dorothy Greenwell and
Mrs. Tom Morris, program chair- Wanda Miller, and little Walter Floyd Taylor, Mrs. Melville Cook, legro Assai, Andante Con MOto,
technique-in ate between
Thursday, S. rmber 18
Mr. apd Mrs. Adolphus Webb, and
man, presided and read the scrip- Thomas Schroadet.
Bobby •Dick Nunn were the atten
wood-engraving and e clung, haveir am:Mane-MA Clark.
• • • •.
The B and B. W. Club will ants at the double ring ceremony. ure esson rom
p ,es ans.
vete Etudedep.' 25 No. 1 (Harpi— ing first been used in Europe in
..ive a banque' at -7 p. m. in the
The bride wore an ensemble of vocal solo, "Some Day 'We'll Un- Hiss Haley 'Entertains
The' A Capella Choir, which conChopin; Etude op. 25 No. 9 I But- the fifteenth century for the il,"
len pad)
(kE
club omen. Quests from May- green arid gray. A graduate of derstand". was rendered by Mrs.
Wesley Class At Hazel To Hold
terfly)—Chopin; Jardins Sous La lumination of bibles and the mak- sists of 25 voices, will present a
'
field and Paducah have -been in- the Morganfield High School. she L. J. liortin. Miss Alice Waters
Thanksgiving Service
Pluie (Gardens in the Raini—Deof playing cards. 'and by the program December 5 in Mayfield,
Miss Nelle Haley was host to
vited to attend
has three years training at Murray led. in prayer, and made a splenbussy; Etude op. 10 No. 12 (Revounder the sponsorship of the MayThe Wesley Class of the Metho- lutionary) — Chopin; Hungarian Japanese for decorative designs.
State College. Her husband is a did talk on "Causes of the War the "Hen Party" Friday evening,
Among the stencils on exhibition field Woman's Club.
Friday, Ntnember 19
November 12, at her home on dist Church of Hazel is sponsor- Rhapsody No. 2—Liszt.
graduate of the Murray' High in China."
are works
ng
rauum
abty
ar School ry
The J. N. Vadaarns Chapter of Schsol. He is the son of Mr. and
The program will consist of new
Refreshments were served to South 16th Street, assisted by Miss ing a Unicn Thanksgiving Service
At the close of the program the
ieHenry Billings, arrangements of old carols sewn as
theHerman
the U. D. C. will meet at 2:30 Mrs. Jabe Outland.
at the Hazel Methodist Church...on
Mary Elizabeth Thurmond.
twenty-two members.
refreshdelightful
served
Andree-Ruellan and, Ilonka Karasz,
p. m. at the home of Mrs. Penn
Regular members present were: Thanksgiving Day-at -.10 o'clock. in hosts
--4•
The couple will make their home
"God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen"
ments to the members and the
This exhibit is sponsored by the
Roberts.
met with Mrs.. Miss Ann Eva Gibbs, Miss Roberta the morning. The invitation to
Circle No. II
in Murray.
and "Silent Night"; also solos from
Mrs.
guests:
Chas.
following
Hire,
is
There
AALTW.
no
admission a
Louise setend is for all. Special music
Martha
Charlie Cain with Mrs. Albert Jordan, a Miss
Handel's "Messiah". end will con- •
Friday Bridge Cluboat 230 p.
Gatlin. and will be furnished by the choir, Mrs. Joe Lovett, Mrs. Bruce Ma- fee.
Frances
Miss
Hughes,
coCrass
Mrs.
and
Lassiter
"Hallelujah
Masonic Lodge To Meet
the
elude 'with
:n. with Mrs. Joe T. Lovett.
and the Thanksgiving sermon will guire, Mrs. T. P. Cook, Mrs. MalMiss Mary Virginia Hoffman. ..
•
hostesses.
Miss Laura Frisby:
Chorus."
Refreshments were served at the be preached by the Rev.441.G. corn Owed,
Mrs. A. F. Doran conducted the
. The Masonic Lodge Number 105
The Murray College Chorus willMonday. -November 12
Dunn, pastor.
Mrs. Sam Holcomb close of an enjobale program.
will meet on the first Monday devoticnal.
^.
All Of The Graphic Media Richly
give its annual Christmas program
• • • • •
Monday Bridge Club meets with night in December which this year made a talk on :Service". and
Represented In Exhibit At
the ..following Sunday afternoon,
Musical Club Carnival Was
Mrs. Carlisle Cetchin.
falls on the 6th in a Tegular ses- Mrs. 0. J. Jennings read a paper 'Has Surprise Birthday Party
Training School
Big Success
• .,
December 12, in the college audi- '
Mrs. W. A. dliteli . •
sion at 6 o'clock, it was announced ort "Peace."
Mason
Mrs.
of
Paschall
Puryear,
the more familiar
Not only
,
Tuesday, November 23
Mrs. Orbie Culver was surprised
today by Jake Dune, master of the closed the meeting with prayer.
toriurn,
with
Than.,,
life
her
gun
a
ended.
the
.
by
staged
Carnival
The_
.
medium of etching, but also aqua- Sew and
Sixteen -Members were served -with a-dinner at her home on Sunday, November 14, in honer of her Music Club Of Murray in the Bun- tints, dry points, combinations of
Mrs.-J. C. Calhoun.
Work. Dunn said, will be in the delightftli refreshments.
SatWarehouse
Tobacco
Farris
me
and engraving, woodcuts •
etching
thirty-first birthday.
- —
third degree. Refreshments will
.
Wednesday, November. 24
Those present were Mx. and Mrs. urday night was -a big success, ac- and wood-engravings, lithographs
'be served. All members are exMrs. James Dulaney and Mrs.
to its sponaars. More than and stencils are well represented
The, Magazlin9 ....Club_ meets at pected to be present.
Burnett Warterfield were hosts to ohn L. Culver, Mr. and Mrs. Low- cording
were cleared after all ex- in the works to be on exhibition
2:10 p. rn. at: the' hione LI Mrs.
• • • • •
--ICircie No. 1.11 at the home of the -ell Culver and. family. Mr. and $90
'eland Owen. Pleasi: note change
Mr's. Ivy" Culver and son, Mr. and penses Were paid, and more than at the Training School of -Murray
former.
Whitlow-Pace Marriage
•-t date
Mrs. Max Walatein and son. Mr. 1.000. persons in .Murray and the State College in room 209 all of
chairman,
Cochran"
T.
J.
Mrs.
Is Solemnized
attended the festival at next week.
presided. - The program was in and Mrs. Laymon Henderson and. county
sometime during the evening.
The art exhibitisn will be on disMr. and Mrs. A. A. Whitlow of observance of the week of prayer. daughter. and Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Bridge Club At
collegiate play._ for
Offerman's
LeRoy
convenience of all perAlmo announce the marriage of
Mrs. Ryan King had charge of C. Cilldter and son:s.
Mrs. Stubblefield's
dance
the
for
played
band
dance
rrianY
Culver
Mrs.
sons who cannot iee it during the
All wished
their daughter, Geneva, to Ve- the devotional. Prayer was led
a special regular week on Sunday
was
There
umbers.
r
birthdays.
.
J,
happy
more
Staublelleal
Vernon
Those
Mrs.
afterrnon Pace, son of Mr. and Mrs. by Mrs. Leslie Putnam.
flo.r show; games; and an en- noon, November 28, during thi.was at !lame
mernbis-s ol, her S. E. Pace: of near Kirksey. • The appearing on the program were.
thusiastic audience.
hours of 3 until 5.
bridge club Wednesday afternoon. marriage was solemnized on No- Mrs. Bryan Tolley. Mrs. James Du- Mr. And Mrs. Boren
Mrs. A. F. Yancey is chairman
For those whose primary interAt the conclusiss of the game the vember 6 at the h ome of the laney, Miss Mary Shipley. Mrs.
Entertain
of the musk group of the Woman's est is in pictures to decorate the
high score pr.-le was presented bride's sister,'-- Mrs. C. D. Hubbs Ryan King. Mrs. C. A. Bishop.
affair:
the
sponsored
.stlich
Club
home, but who would like ts
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Boren enMrs. Net Ryan Hughes.
of Paducah, with the Rev. Joe T. Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Mrs. Genie 13id• • Is •• •
- — - know something about'the various
is awaiting you at the Postoffice.Cade. Every mem-,
rs. Frank AftSert Stubbleffeld Odle, pastor of the .East Baptist well,. Mrs. W. J. Mecoy and Mid. tertained a group of their triciritts •
Present
To
Club
Mother's
mediums and how to differentiate
Street
a-as a visflor at this meeting.
at their home on Olive
Church, officiating.
J. T. Cochran.
bar of your family will enjoy the wholeseime food,
Party"
Quilting
"Ye
among
tables
the
them
current
Three
evening.
eiihibition
were
from
to
refreshments
served
served
Friday
Dainty
last
Refreshments were
Mrs. Pace was graduated
prompt, courteous service, the delightful at- —
the
the
of
America
Those
Artists
bridge.
Group
'35
try the IssOess.
is
the
for
present.
placed
with
School
members
were
twenty-three
High
Almo
the
The Mother's Club of the Train..."--•••••.ffsaeee
mosphere and the low prices that are always found
playing bridge-were Mr. and Mrs. ing School will present at the richly rewarding.
class and is now an employee of
The oldest of the mediums is
T. H. Stokes, Mr. and Mrs. Wells Training School tomorrdw' - night
at our cafe.
the W. T. Grant Co., Paducah.
Sew And So Club Meets At
Service Circle Meets At
Overbey, Mr. and Mrs. Karl Fra- a program 'featuring both students represeeted in woodcuts and woodMr. and Mrs. Pace motored to
Mrs. Boone's
Mn, Boone's
zee. Mr. and Mrs. Russell Coulter. and mothers in an entertainment engravings by such modern masters
Memphis and Hot 'Springs. Akr..
SPECIAL TURKEY DINNER
Mrs. 0. B. Boone was -host to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jennings. which is entitled "Ye Quilting cf the technique of wood-block
Mrs. 0 B. Bo no entertained accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. bow
cutting as J. J. Lankes, Rudolf
members of Mt Sew and So Club Clark cf Paducah.
members of the Service Circle of and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Swann. Party of Long Ago".
and ALL THE TRIMMIN'S
After their return they will the First Christian Church. Tues- The prize for high score was
Thursday afternoon at her home.
The program >yin begin with a Ruzicka, Asa Cheffetz. and Paul
Landacre.
Color
wood-engraving
Overbey.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
sesawarded
Jackson
business
on
910
at
home
home
their
shortmake
her
at
day afternoon
There WiS a
selection by the Training School
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Havens and orchestra; -selections by pupils of are represented in works by Allen1
South Sixth Street.
sion. during which plans were Street Paducah.,
Made for a .Christmas jiarly and
Mrs. Bill Parks had charge of Mr. and -Mrs. Maurice Crass, who Mrs. Charlotte Whftnell; tap dance Lewis and Emil Ganso. •
Lithography, the youngest of the
the devotional and also Presided were also guests, enjoyed monop- by Naomi Lee Whitnell, Hazel
/cee. Names were drawn fur gifts Miss Overby And Mr. Lnmsd
oly and other games.
over the short business session.
m be exchanged among the club
Elmo ,Workman, Prop.
Hood. Jeannette Farmers and Leita graphic mediums, invented as reTo Wed
cently
as the early nineteenth
A pretty party plate -was served Gholson; a _reading by Ernma Sue
The circle gift for the aftermembers.
is
century
admirably
I-et/baled
-hosts,
in
A Pretty party plate was served - Mr and Mrs. B.' W. Overby an- noon was awarded Mrs. Goodwin. by the
Gibson; a Western Song and Dance
A salad plate was served at the
Mrs. Jim Sable, Mrs. Preston nounce the engagement of their
by Jane Jones; a reading by Sue
To
Host
Churchill
Mrs.
Mrs.
meeting.
Overby,
the
Calhoun.
Margaret
Miss
of
conclusion
daughter.
Berry: Mrs. J. C.
Phillips; song by Jean Ryan; and
Birthday Club
'Freed Cothsia7Mesa Arcitat Knight. to Mr. Harold Lumsden. son Of
Those „present were- Mrs. 0. L.
a tap dance by Rosemary Jeffrey,
—
Mrs. Hobert Dunn.' Mrs. Walter Mr. and Mrs. Charles fLumsden, Boren. Mrs. Bill Egolf, Mrs. Jack
all students. . 1
Club.
Birthday
the
of
Members
Farmer, Mrs. Shelby Davis, Mrs.
in Ye Quilting Party
Boone, Mrs. Outs Valentine, Mrs. of Sikeston. Mo.
Characters
The Wedding will be solemnized Frank Holcomb... Mrs. Bill Parks, met at the home of Mrs. Ronald are: Mrs. C. S. Lowry, Mrs. R. L
Joe H• uston, Mrs. Carney. Henevening in celedon. Mrs Graves Hendon, Mrs. -d'hanksgiving Day at five o'clock Mrs. Maurice Crass, Mrs. Herbert Churehili Friday
Wade, .1.1n. A. D. Butterworth,
bration Of the birthday of Mrs.
George Ed Overby and Mrs. Max in the afternoon at the home of Farris, Mrs. A. V: Hadens. Miss
Mrs. Goldie Orr. Mrs. Walter Jones.
Farmer,
John
Crawford,
Nix
parents.
Grace Cole. Mrs.
the bride's
Mrs. Cannon Graham, Mrs. LenChurchill.
A delicious chili supper was nie
Miss Overby, an .attractive bru- Misses Voline and Clotile Pool
Shroat, MISS Martha Ander•
to Mrs. Farmer. - Mrs.
served
charming.
Goodwin.
and
talented
Mrs.
is
nette,
and_
son, Mrs. Lola Brown, Charley
Nand-Outland I'Vedding
Wall,
Jones,
Mrs.
Myrtle
Hobert
T!r_
••••
•-• and _nas vaankie.nds who twill.lse
Shroat. Miss 'Essie Dodd, Mrs. A.
Salturday
s. Grave's- Sledad."lidds's Estelle W. Willard. Mrs. Leon Phillips,
interested in the announcement of Ilarold Gilbert Entertains
Miss
Farmer.
Clete
Mrs:
IHouston,
attended
Mrs. A. F, Yancey. Mrs. Ruby MeMiss Alice dom. daughter of -her. -engagement. She
Harold Gilbert entertained sev- Brooksie Garrett, Mrs. Waylon login. Mrs. Graves Hendon, Mrs.
College for two
Proctor Nunn of atorcanfiela and Murray State
Wants.
Gingles
Mrs.
Rayburn.
evSaturday
friends
his
of
eral
stuHall Hood, Mrs. Gatitn Clopton,
Everett Ward Outland. Murray. years, and is at present a
ening at the home of his parents. Mrs. John Whitnell, Mrs. Rudy Mrs. Wells Purdorn, Mrs. B. J.
were. married ii 'NI ii•anfield" at dent- at University of Missouri at
Gilbert, with Tyree. Mrs Burgess Parker, Jr., Hoffman. Mrs., Jess Bailey, Mrs.
Boyd
Mrs.
and
Mr.
thus
Mo.
Columbia.
.hy
n•
7 o'clock Stitt,:
Later in Mrs. 0. K. Bennett of Paducah, and L. M. Callis, and Mrs. Vest,er Orr.
a hamburger supper.
.
the evening the group' attended the host.
Special' numbers will be perthe Carnival which was sponsored
formed by Buck Robinson, Everett,
Mrs. Rayburn Entertains Club
by the Music Club.
crane. and Miss Essie Dodd.
• • •••
Those present were Misses ElizMrs: Waylon Rayburn was host
abeth "Bibbo" Williams, Mary
Westminster Fellowship
bridge
morning
Thursday
the
to
Ruth Horn, Harriet Holland, and
Discusses Peace
her guest, Flora Rosanna Blanc club at her home last Thursday.
Mrs. A. F. Yancey and Mrs. T. . In a discussion led by PresbyMorris and
of Cadiz, Nancy
Messrs. Harod Starks, James Royer, H. Stokes were guests in addi- terian MinisteT Bruce B. •Maguire.
'
Walter Nance. Elmer Hopson, of tion to club members.
the Westminster Fellowship -favorPrizes were awarded Mrs. 4.
Cadiz. and the host.
ed take promotion of peace above
Mrs.
and
score
high
for
Yandey
•
•
* • •
all things in a meeting at the
high.
second
for
Richmond
H.
J.
Magilire home on Armistice night.
Missionary Society To Meet
• ••••
About 20 members were presThe Alice Waters Missionary So- Lyles-Cox Marriage Takes
ent.
Place Sunday
ciety cf the Methodist Church will
It was . Maguire's contention,
meet next Tuesday at 10, a. m.
C. B. Cox, Benton Postmaster, lased en correlative factual statefur an all day session for the
which he presented, that the
ments
• Missioh Study. at .the home of and Miss Lorna Lyles were mar- present international 'crises in
the
Havens
by
V.
ried
A.
Rev.
at
of
instead
Mrs. J. W. McCoy's
governments is api parallel with the parsonage. All the society between Sunday School and church conditions as they existed before
irternbers are urged to attend. A at Murray Sunday morning.
Mr. Cox is former county attor- the Great War.
I pot luck luncheon will be served
The group will hear Dr. Herbert
ney of Marshall county and. was
at noon.
formerly principal of Benton Rhin Drennon, head of the 'Murray Cols
•• •••
Department of English and
lege
School. He is well known in CalLinn-Shell Wedding
F6reign Languages discuss "Tobacloway county.
Announced
co Road" in relation to the Sharecropping situation at the Maguire
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Linn an- Is Honored With Party
hcme tonight at -7 o'clock.
wedding of their
the
nounce
Miss Bronzie Dell Clark enterdaughter. Mary Elizabeth, to Roy
Profits of $15.000 on strawberries
tained her friends with a birthday
Shell. Mayfield. Ky.
in Muhlenburg has encouraged
The single ring ceremony was party on her thirteenth • birthday
Saturda night, algovembee, 6.- at the farmera to prepare increased acresolemnized by Dr. David Ma Aushome of Pict- parents, Mr. aSid ages for next season_
mus in the laastord study of the
Mayfield.
at
Church
Presbyterian
all
-launderapparel
wearing
Flat work-,---.liir14--and
November 11, at 9 p rn _to s •
futdett;•ready to-wear. Buttons'reThe only attendants were Mr.
ed, loaned and .
money
Save
repaired.
boles
and
Raymond Shell, brother of the
placed ... rips
groom.
and Mrs. Raymond Shell,
health this way
sister of the bride.
$1
anti10 POI-NI)S
The bride wore a knit ensemble
e
of dubonnet with black acces•
sories
was edited
flay.morni
..
tn btONV21 "Sr a '
;••••11..e.staitlit. arevssu:.
,
ries.
Mrs. Shell was graduated from
returneci ft-est-Land clean ready to hang
1!;.i‘ry
Murray Training School in the
quickest
most
and
the
is
service
This
out to wv.
,class of '36 where she was very
popular,. in all student activities.
eeollOrnii al Of all SUPERIOR Survices
Is
Mr: Shell is, the son of ND'. and
15 POUNDS
Mrs. H. 0. Shell of Mayfield. He
75c
Kirkwood
is
now
l
7
•
employed at the
15 Pounds Starched..
Cleaners, Mayfield.
Mr. end Mrs. Shell will reside at
210 Broadway Place. Mayfield.
•• • •
perfect
Phone us4totlay and experience a
Gnpton-Barnes Wedding
service
laundry
etconomiCal
yet
Announced
.
1-JARI1Y 1, SLEW), Editor

s week:
I; Ralph
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Puryear Woman
Dies at Own Hands

POSTOFFICE CAFE

•

Your
Phone
Can Be
Your
LAUNDRY!

it's more
economical
too . . •

...

FAMILY WASH

"Everybody's Talking"

hill

,••••7

SPECIAL'DAMP WASH

60c j

11
!I

•

Discovei 'for yourself the
health value of milk. For
work or play it's Nature's
Finest Food.

11

LAUNDRY ASP

DRY CLEANERS

THOMATIAWKS717Wheir"

-We Intend to be a Step Ahead'

-

The marriage of Gingles Barnes
Ilad Buhr Mae Clinton. a popular
ypung couple of Calloway county.
was performed at the residince of
Rev. •J. J. dough. Benton, (M
Route 7. November 13:
Hatton
Garner. Detroit. alid
Miserisyr.
attendant,
• •
•
•
Mrs. .I. M. sehroader Is Host
To Minting
kJ. M. Seltruader entertained
at her home Wednesday. Novetheser 10. with a quilting in honor
of Miss Eva Hopkins.
Miss. Roams
creatty stir-

p.

I

"Oh, fireman...save that smart wristwatch I -Just got at Wanner's!" We sell Hamidop and Elgin watches because they are
American made. Watches—the treasured gift; lay-away plan If
11 desired.
•

h
II

1

eGive Christmas presents of value this year.,.they need not be ti'
PerirtrernnlOgreWilamer 17-91i1 fewstry,c.write'stria --feftifirif •
tt
solve many gift problems for you.

NNER'S

'NEXT To COL( NOMA. PADUCAH, K.
2'''''2:=14,1222••••••••3:1

MILK • CREAM • BUTTER • BUTTERMILK

MurrayMilk Products fi
Telephone 1 9 1

4114

•

;.r-p'.
-:".7

-

-

:1401/01P.OTO,OdnikinetOW;* Egrf,
‘11111.1100°
'

I'HE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER
18, 1937.

l

ot -thee- -parents. Mrs - Ethel Bowden and Mr and Mrs. Oscar Rubinson. Mr and Mrs Robinson 'have
just completed their new home
Southwest of town.
Mr. end Mrs. G. B. Scott visited
Mr. Scott's father. J. W Scott,
who lives just outside of Clarksville. Mr. Scott who has been
..
ill: is unimproved.
Mrs. Amelia Wallace. who has
been with the Boysingers Show
Ibis season, is home with her sister. Mrs. Bruce King of Murray
Route 5. While here she visited
her mother and sister, Mrs. Ida
Hicks and Mrs. Leaman Hendon,
both of Golden Pond, a cousin,
Mrs. Amelia Allen, Model. Tenn:
and • otRer relatives and -friends.
She left recently to join her husband. W. M. Wallace. in Memphie.
Tenn., where they will reside this
winter.

Ii

Quest for Romance
Is Theme of Marlene
Dietrich's "Angel"

METHODIST CHURCH NOTES

students of other denominations
from their own church.
Sunday, November El, 193
.
1
The pastor will appreciate the
Charlee Robinson, 77. a resident
yeethis people on the first
It is with great pleasure that prsence
Sunday
of the new Church year. of the confmunity lying between
Mrs. Jenkins and I return to MurJ. Mack Jenkins. Pastor Coldwater and Kirksey. died last
ray for another year. eite often
When a husband is too occupied
night from a complication of illbe
speak of the friendliness of the
outside
with
interests
to
give
any
nesses resulting from a iecent
pot
people of Murray, of all denomied Mr. and Mrs. I T. Crawford
time to his home, has his wife the
breakdown.
He will be buried to
nations. We are glad to count our
If eou have itsitora of %hoot
Sunday afternoon.
right to look elsewhere for romorrow at West Fork-a Bapfriends
among
all
the
churches
of
your are net ashamed. please
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath
ManceI
list cemetery:
our town.
were guests cf the Paducah Denreeelrt tlienu for this column.
That is the probienr treatt.d by
The year just closed was one of
tal Club at the Ritz Hotel Friday
the new Marlene Dietrich picture.
Murray State is one of the 12
Ru
the most pleasant in my ministry
• evening of last week, at which
"Angel.' which opens Sureely at
-. • bil** PSUhUCi. Henry. daughter o I time Dr McElrath addressed
and we feel that the coming year Kentucky colleges which has been
the
the Capitol Theatre. "Angel' was
, Mr. ,and Mrs. Emmett Henry.. let assembly on current
ch
will be even better. Now that the invited to the ninth annual Kentrends in
directed by Ernst Dubitsch and
Saturday for Waehington. D. C. dental prefe.seerehip.
A
finances of the congregation are tucky Peace Oratorical Contests
features Herbert Marshall and Melafter• spendeog a three mouths vs
miss
on a wholesome basis and the which will be held at Berea Col- Four miles west of Murray
.
uelma Chrisman, Hazel.
vyn Douglas in top male roles.
wiiri
a on
sr _ pal-en
..?aear.
church owes no debt. it should be lege on Wednesday evening, De- on Mayfield-Coldwater
er
hasbeen
stenographadded
to
the
Marlene
Dietrich
road
plays
the WIle
Knight.
g
-4
7-inuetr-eark
• tr eraff-M
eounry Agent and
of Herbert Marshall.: who is a
""'"wer-111.
'
id tor;a7142cmn"rn'n! fron'
re:rsaa
rECeglab
lam Scout.. in full this
?stayer. of Route 3. I Farm Bureau Departments. Miss
N't
year.
Aire.
NOVEMBER 23
diplomat too busy with state --afColleges invited to participate in
has moved back to Murray Li re- .Chrisman. a
many of our people have indicated
young' woman of wide
fairs to have time for romance.
the contest include Asbury, Berea,
side
their
at
116
East'
Main.
purpose
to
put
their
support
abtlity,
following
received
commercial
The
trainarticles will
(Kt
She goes off on a secret trip to
• -John .Meador. Jackson. Term.. ing at Murray State College
of the church on the weekly basis, Centre. Eastern, Georgetown, Uni- ,,
Paris, where she meets Melvyn
ireya
istNyilo
verusirt
.dUnim
no
L
th
v,
University
ief Kem
erusi
was a' recent guest in the home
and quite a number are tithers.
SU:
Douglas,
who is returning to Eng- Florence Rice and John Seen with
Me and Mrs. Sam Jones visited
ray Aeutornobile.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Warren Fox
sold:D
his mother, Mrs. F. L. Meador.
,Mrs Jones sister. Oneida .Fortner. rit Marion. came home last Wed- land after a long sojourn in In- William Powell and Myrna Loy in toeAt the morning hour the pas- Transylvania, Union, and Western.
Incubator.
250-egg
Col. Charles H Farris. of New end family in Fulton Sunday,
w
preach
from
"Double
,
the
dia._
Wedding."
ImMediately
now
text:
playing
they
at
fall
in love.
The winner in the -state contest
•*
nesday for the funeral of Mrs.
Castles Penn., visited his brother.
"Jonah paid the fare.
There is will represent Kentucky in the Manure Spreader.
J. H. Shacklefoed, secretary-treas- Fox's aunt. Mrs. Hervey Turner and spend the one evening she the Capitol Theatre.
WE
_
Albert
Farris. near'Brown's Grove, urer of the Western, Dark Fired
___ no free transportation in this old national contest
She refuses nik
in which 24 cen- New 5-point Disc.
suddenly passed away No- has free together.
and other relatives in the coun- Tobacco G ro wers Association. who•
world. He who expects tq "hitch- tral and western states take part.
10 tell her name, saying that al- may have a •covey crop on it.
vember the 8th.
2 _Mules.
ty a few days last week. Col. moveci his wife and cbild to Murhike"
his
way some daymust
Second, the difference in erosion
v Officials at Murrayave not inBoyd Myers and Robert Mills though she regrets it. the evening
we
y
Farris has made his heme in the ray Sunday.
The Steackleforcis Williams left Wedensday for De- must be leoked Upon as an mei cf tilled crop land with and with- the fare.
Pa- cheated. whether they
will send a Wagon and Harness.
stir
East for the Past -tell )'.ears..' He IS have - one- 5011. •-Budely. about 4
Section Harrow.
At the evening hour. continuing representative le Berea..
where they will be located dent which cannot be repeated. out cover crops.
we
now connected' withthe State of years old. The family will make troit
next two months with Jack Douglas names her "Angel." In
the
Cultivator. •
•
Third, the difference in the and concluding the series of serde:
Pennsylvania Alcohol Con t r o'l is home in Murray.
spite
of
the
mons
appeal
of
on
Douglas.
the
she amount of
Ten Commandments,
Staulcup's orchestra.
erosion
where
Sir
the
3-horse Plow.
Hearth.
.
goes
L: L. Veal, general manager of
back
the
borne
and
pastor
takes
up
her
.will
•.
preach
Miss Ruth Richmond. who aton the last
cover crop was drilled with the
an.
2-horse Plow.
Mrs. U. P. Ordway. of Kuttowa. the Western Dark Fired Tobacco tends the State University at Lex- life with Marshall, who does not slopes and drilled across the slope commandment "Thou shalt not
Be
was 4he gueil of her stn. P. W.. Growers Association r et urned ington. spent the 'week-end with realize how unhappy she is. and on the contour as nearly as poss. covet". The purport of this com}jean and Jai) Hay
.
••
•
-losters—notertogoesborite
IlialltIntrflt IS to ptitee sin net in the
trereparent
Ie.
other
and
small
farm
im.ple,
_
poultry
In
raising
contest
.
a
up
last -week atter,- he Rad etsteryteleed H. Richmond. ---------Paris trip: She- cannot- forget - the
-Morehead-geme---Sisturdaye
Ft:curt/I the difference 'in erosion outward act but in the heart.
ments and household and
The Church-school, now in a to the age of 20 weeks, Mrs. Mabel..
Mrs. - Burgess Parker: Jr., is high officials. in the interest of
Mrs. Harold Peace of Frankfort Paris incident. and has difficulty on bare land cultivated with the
G. Pullen won fourth prize in kitchen furniture..
in
adjusting
herself
. • spending_ the week-. in - Mayfield the Association.
once
more to slope instead of on the contour. rapid growth is at 9:30, with G
spent a few days this week with
the nation on her record kept on
:with her Mother, Mrs. C. B. Hare
Miss Mary Martha Overbeyespent her' parents. Mr, and- Mrs.• Robert the ennui of her home lifer
Fifth, the vast acreage without classes for all ages.
When Douglas returns to Eng- any cover crop.
grove
a--the week end with - here brother. Breach.
e_
Our young people meet in three 418 chickens which she purchased
at'the pge of a few days old fl-ern
Mr and Mrs. -Edgar Jetties spent'
M Overbey. and his wife. 'and
Miss Lura Mae Hughes of May- -land he meets- Marshall. He and
Sixth. the -ecreage on
which groups at 8:30, and the evening
the elurray Hatchery, operated by
the day etseeay visit:neon. Murray. while there was. present. .for tbe field. visited Mrs. Gus Donohoe of Marshall become friends, and he is cover crops were sown and made service is at 7:15.
C. W:DRINKARD
R. E. Kelly. The contest was sponinvited to Marshall's home. There stele poor growth that they
....Mile.and.hlereeeDarrell Shoemaker birthday party_ eie_bee le year old. Fteten last enhursdaV. _
did
We
expect
the
Auctioneer
Methodist
stusored
by the Poultry Tribune, of
7
--ies-ited -317-and -Ws,/ R. P. Willis nieee. Miss Betty Overbey. daughMrs. Floyd Griffin and Mr. and he and Miss' Dietrich meet, but no not effectively prevent erosion, dents of the
college to make our Mount Morris. III.
hint of their former acquaintance because the soil was so depleted
• in Paducah over the weekornd
•
ter of Mr. and -Mee L. M. Over- Mrs.* Stobie Philips of church their church.
No effort
Fourth prize for Mrs. Pullen Terms made known on day
Mildred .Allan. Irene
Allan. bey.
retended
•
Murray-Morehead is given. Douglas is unable to it would not nourish the crop.
the
will ever be made to wean away ameinted to $20.
make "Angel" listen to his plea
Geotge Thompson. and William e Miss Charlotte Wear spent the game Friday_ afternoon.
of
sale.
. .
Seventh. after making these obThomteen.•all of Jacksonville: Ill., week-end in Paducah -with Miss 'Carlton Outland was a visitor in to leave her husband, and in the servations, then look at lands that
end,
warn
out
Were visitors. in Murray Sunday. Edna Jeanne Perdue.
by
the
strain
ot
the
Paducah Sunday.' •
were
once
,
badly exhausted and
Mrs_ Bob Farley. Mrs. Hugh Far,
Mr and Mrs. Luther Robertson.,
Mr. and Mrs- 0. L. Bofen visit- situation and the tension between have been restored through the
en *ho have meant so use of lime, phosphate and leris. and Miss Gertrude V,ance.were Mr and ;Ors Luther Jackson. and ed his parents in Darden. Tenn.. the two
visitors in Paris Friday.
.
-Mrs Ethel
Bowden
drove
to last week-end.. They also visited much to "her, she runs assay to gumes and the use of farm maLaWson 'Raelferd. of Kirksey. is Brdwnsville. Tenn.: Sunday to at- in Lexington add _Neshvillee_re- Paris.
nures.
For the first time her husband
eeriouely ill at his home .
ha? tend the final day's session of the turning to this city Teusday.
After such observations of tneie.realizes
that
something
been in -critical condition '• for Methodist Memphis Conference.
is
-wrong
Mr. and .Mrs. ,Ve Baker had as
those who are not sure of exactly
several weeks..
-Mr and 74.1rs Lloyd Robinson. their guests last week Mr. and with his marriage, and he and how to proceed to improve their
77! • F E. Crawford Bowling Green, visited in Murray Mrs. M... J. McCarthey wad Mr. Douglas both follow her, finding worn lands should call upon the
7 le Key visit- Sunday. stopping at the homes and Mrs. Jack Nall of Louisville. her &pen in - the salon where she county agent for information and
thosetram,Murray at- first met Douglas. Her decision, - cbtain from the College of AgriAm
tending' the football game in made after painful deliberation, culture. at Lexington, circulars on
Princeton Friday night were Mr. concludes the Picture.
irel management, cover crops and
In addition to the three ptinci- engineering methods
and Mrs. G. B. Scott. John Herman
of erosion
pals
the
cast
of
"Angel"
includes
Trotter. Roreald
Churchill. -John control. Even many gullied lands
Horton, Ernest can be restored to a profitably
Clopton. Robert Jones. Henry Hoe Edward Everett
toh. Mr. and:Mrs. Carlisle Cutchm. Ccssart. Laura Hope Crews, Her- Productive condition, particularly
%Wham Cutchin. Mr.. and Mrs. bert Mundin and Ivan Lebedeff. for pastures.
Golthe Orr. Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge
Robinson. and Mr. -and Mrs. Lube
Veal.
A
Miss Lura Mae Hughes of May- !COUNTY AGENT NOTES
field. spent Saturday and sunday with her parents. Mr and
Watch Your Soil
Mrs. A. L Hughes. of College AdIf all farmers in Kentucxy could
dition..
•
- Mrs. Ed. Filbeck visited ' her be persuaded to watch carefully
County Agent J. T. Cochran and
duughter. Miss Mary Virginia Diu- this winter the land op their own Assistant
County
Agent
Kelly
farms
and
that
of
as
others
many
guid. in Memphis last week-end.
Cromwell will leave Sunday for
as
the
opportunity
afford,
may
Mr. Filbeck attended the meeting
Lexington where they will attend
of the Methodist Conference ii. they would be in an attitude of a three day seesion of extension
Brownsville and joined Mrs. Fit- reired.next spring to start the most workers in the Livestock Pavilion
effective program of soil improvebeck for the return trip. at the - University of Kentucky,
ment and conservation the State
Mr. and
Mrs. Frank
Albert
College of Agriculture.
has
eyer
known.
Stubblefield were guests of her
There the Murray delegation will
should
_
elungs
that.
Some
be
ob• parents. Judge
and - Mrs. -Sete
confer with county and home
I Boaz., in Mayfield...last week-end. served aret First of ale the dif- demonstration agents
from all over
Miss Frances"- Amelia Waters _of ference in the amount, speed and
Kentucky on problems current with
Paducah. Streit - es:eve-Fel day; last coker of Water running off from present day,-farm practiees.
land well covered with grass and
Week with • Me----and-----Mee -Roy
land of Similar slope that had
Both Cochran
and Cromwell
Fernier.
cern, tobacco
and other
tilled will return te Murray. in time for
IIERE is a firstMr. and Mrs. Ray Smith of Bencrops on it although some of it Thanksgiving.
qualit! tire made of
ton attended the getne test Inday
top grade material& - one].clout .*
own
.
that •ello for less
.. Mrs_eLoe_Lovett. Mrs___.L_W__Cal:
mune,. It gi‘es
and Mrs.
Wells Purdom
wet- luncheon guests of Mrs. G. l'
Extra Protectioe
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-4•-•
Ertra Protection
they attended - a joint meeting • :
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PrestonOrdway
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Mr. arid Mrs. James Gray. Kirk
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tires now. 11;er their
—OR—
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extra proteetion this
Rey Carroll Hubbard. pastor ..•
winter. They will be
the Memorial Baptist Church -n,
like nee next spring
Rev. Sam P. Martin. Porter Marand :•011 .ill ha,e'40%
When funds are entrusted to a bank
tin. Rev .T.• H. Thurman. an.1
more mileage.
Ralph
Mere,
Churchill
were
for safekeeping, it must protect
deleeates to the current B.:7
them to the best of its ability. With
Association convention_ in I..• .
GI VE
villeethis week...
•
sound business judgment it should
- Mr and Mrs. Taylor Yeeng • •
uSe—them to promole—thi- welfare
Morehead .attended •.
-'
Morehead
Whether you're plangame
and-prosperity
.of the community.
Young is the.son of the
ning
to remodel one
We appreciate this obligation!
W Voting. founder of
State College.
room
,or build a
Many prosperous business men
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Robinson Dies

Berea College to
Hold Speech Meet

Airs. Pullen Wins
Prize in Contest

-

Will Kirkland .

YOUR HOME

^

Served to a

Kelly Cromwell
And J. T. CoeKran
To Attend Meeting

KING'S
TASTE

Why pay rent for--a.-home when
the same payment can be for your
OWN home?

Now is the time to build your
home . . . by FHA easy loan plans.

Working WITH

Low as'S5.43

FIRESTONE

Building
Repairing

Our Customers

TUBES

•

25;; LONGER MILEAGE • •• SAVE MONEY

[GET READY IFOR COLD WEATHER
CHANGEOVER!

New Bulletin Ha's
Review of Legume
Tests and Results'

NOW to a

-Firestone

Results of extensive testse wie
legumes in cropping systems ar.
set forth -in- a new ,bulletin,. b••
Prof. George Rotierts, heart of tr.
OVERCOME HARD
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t'7. •
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ant, function in their ma
•
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'
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generally understood a
40% quir,ker ...starting in
v
-.
.
t Med.
tati weather.
The
bulletin
reviews' resu I e
1.51' oter•ize extra•thiek
previoue experitnents rend '
plat,. that ors hie extra
itew
under
.Way
at the eej...
rapacity foi greater.po.er.
me,iit station, and discusees i.
, 3. Allenliber ease that gee.
gumes in. continuous rotatior. '•
longer life.
?times in past uernee-titia--w .
As
t ion and conserves ien of
Chanaenxer slid enjoy
Low As
!mishit.free dri.ing this
gen. rat the 'gtowir.e. of ;-.
clovers and. ther hay a '
winter.
Exc. seeps. The humber of '
tin is7-374 "an-4-1i; titli. .
in -Cropping Systems?'
Listen to the I flare 0/ I irentoone traturing Ilargnrei
•peak•.
A supply of this bulletin
•
Montley erenings orer ,Nationitide
Red Arterork
the bulletin rack in the office
the cotifity agent

- BATTERY

-

,

FIRESTONE
BATTERIES

$ 7.5.

-•••••

I

-

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL COMPANY
East Main Street
' F(414—tAT ROAD SFRVIC-E CALI. 208

FHA
Insured Mortgage Loans
Are Easily Arranged, why not ask
for details? No obligation

A Home Can Be Built for
What the Average
Person Pays for
Rent!

**Poi.
DR. W. C.•OAKLEY
Chiropractor
609 West Main
Murray,
Murray: Mon., Wed. It Ire F. lla
Bestow 'fleet, Than. .11 bat
I.e

DON'T

__ .

ii.d

•

permit a leaky, worn-out roof to ruin
your ceilings, floors and furnishings. Worn-out
roofs, have to be replaced and the time to do this is
before they begin to leak. Let us examine your
roof without charge or obligation. If it is nearing
the danger line, we will give you an estimate on a
Cyclone roof which provides the utmost in proje' bon, durability and bezostr.=.-moderte price. Phone us today. '

XVeloneS‘Y-etYShingles
", 'of

home, do not fail to
come to our office
'for a free estimate.
We have men who
will gladly help you
plan your work with
absolutelyrno obligation on your part,

•
FREE
ESTIMATES
& detailed informs tion on ALL buildine
problems, whe t her
large or small.

Icc

MURRAY LUMBER Co.
DEPOT STREET

Read the rlartalftell Column
-Chiropractic.. The wiener that
makes people well and ee-

•

have found oueability to work with
them, our friendly counsel and_as-sistance have been large factors in
their success.
What can we do to be of help to
TOC?

.
PEOPLES ----SAVINGS BANK

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

•
. Quality Lumber Products, Low Coat Contracting,
Complete Building Supplies — ._ • 2
•
"More than 25 years successful experience in serving the people of
Calloway County on their building problems"

la •

S.

4

a*
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n Dies

I, 77, a resident
lying between
litso.Y. died last
plication of ill from a recent
ill be buried too
Fork-a Rip-

SALE

t of Murray
Idwater road

walking

4.1;,,i ,',

life's high

1939 World's Fair Palaces Rise at San Francisco CFASSICI IEID
SKIMMED MILK AND

we be patie
kind
we be tris s. each
a happy h
we find'
along life's highway we -travel
a
heart that
.th
W,11 we reach the goal of petsion
e angels are :ingering near?
the angels bat us
•
e cross the cark cold
Ont., are Waiting.
awake from a death-liks

PIANO Tuning and Repairing,
specs l price; free examination.
If
Phone 372-W. John Travis.
/OR RENT-Furnished apartment
Steam
equipped.
Electrically
Newla
Heat
Available now.
decorated. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett. tic
ARE YOU in the Market for a

we be a -fraud, to al,
out the poor sod hes
we hear on Sinai no
we-go -along Ilk's highway
,.o we walking ad alone
• does Jesus gab-1y guide u,
• aoront- the-- mysta- • toarn-S-• we go about in gladness
-.Ting the lorisa' and sad
.,og the dear little orphans
rig to make !sem glad?
WO walk altmg in radiance
sang as the stars shine at night
Helping-the lest find Jesus
them from darkness to
•e2f
As alai; life's higpway we travel
Far over the dark rolling tide
W11t we reach-our- ;Where the gates ,wing open wide?
While walking es life's highway
We must be haw kind, and gay
- Wearing a smile tor Jesus
All along
'llged• way-• AL over- life's- line/near we artivelThat leads through s World • of

0

IER 23
articles

Life's Highwa
-

will

tor.
er.

Mess,

Lay

furm.imple•tsehold and
e..

kland

NKARD
leer

'own On day
le.

Farm
siPhilco' and Sentifiel:
models for homes without electricity. Johnson-Fain Appl. Co. tfc
FOR SALE-Complete Home Work
Shop. Includes lathe, bench saw,
jig saw, drilling, grinding, and
p:_4ohing. attachements. See R.
Coulter, at Ky.-Tenn. Light &
Pow,r Co.
ltp
FOR RENT-2-room
unfurnizhed
apartment with bath, 109 South
ltp
St.
9th
Call 383-W.
-I STILL HAVE some glads at Sects
per 100: Also bulblets. and smaller bulbs 'mixed at $1 per 1000.
Mrs. t IL Crawford, Murray.,
ltc
Route 6.
FOR SALEI 1-2 ton Dodge 1935
Truck, hydraulic dumy ssydy. In
good condition. Courtney Starks. p
, photograph of a corner of Treasure Island, San francisco Bay site of the
Striking new lied'
1939 Golden Gate Inaernational Exposition, showing some of the magnificent buildings now nearforeground is the SI.000,000 administration building. Right behind
In
Immediate
completion.
ing
are a group of exhibit palaces and in left background may be seen the ferry slips. _

' .1f We're doing - our -best for Jesus.
A- mansion we surely" will wins We are walking .m life's highway
That Sea& to .a home- more fair
Outland Brothers
vance on the 1937 crop over .the pounds each.
than day
Corporation was the sales medium
So we- must gladly work for Jesus
1936 crop.
- Other than to say that the ad- for 3,870.103 pounds; E. M Farmer
'and not forget-to-pray:vance Was about the same as last and Company took care of 2.733.While walking alosg life's highway
year. Veal did not indicate wheth- 480; and Kennedy and Swann were
Facing. the slorms of life.
,(Cmitinued from Page One)
,
er the predicticns were realized sales trustees of 1.634.890 paunds.
May we always be leading
or not. The Association does not
Souls- from sin and strife;
Mayfield last year ,handled 9.headquarters here refused to 'di- handle air-cured tobacco. The Asfell them of the love of Jesus
985,573- pounds; Murray', 9.805,777
vulge. information ,c-socerning -the sociation - is -ready to receive to; And -ttetp -theen---art- we can,
pounas; Paducah, 3.281,928 pounds;
status of government advances this bacco the day the Tobacco Board
[Seal with them so patiently
and Paris, 1,639.518 pounds.
year. A statement released' today of Trade sets as the opening for
That they will Understand. On Monday and Tuesday of this
by L. L. Veal, general manager of sales. Veal said.
There are many nsw ln sadness
week, County Agent Cochran ansi
the Association. was to the effect
Many, in sin and wOe. May.
'in
boards
Murray,
Tobacco
U. S. Tobacco Grader Hill, from
the Schedule
sand if we don't bolo _theta to that he had obtained
at Advances " for the 193; crop. fie/d, and -Paducah compose the To- Washington, gave demonstrations
"bacco Bated. of Trade, an organized on how to sort tobacco to meet
We ourselves an' sinners you which, he said, was practically traders unit which determines the grades for air-cured dark tothe sames as advances on last
know.Monday's demonstration
-years crop. Last year's average salient matters in weed adminis- bacco.
Walking in the dark and told.
took - place on the farm of Will
advance was in excess of $6.00 per tration locally.
Isovn a cooked lane
According to an announcement Clark, six mile north of Penny.
hundred.
And if We want to be real
the local Tuesday's demonstration was at a
. Veal, who visited in washingten, released recently by
'
Christians,
Melugin, prominent local waret:use.
tstard, Noel
We had better seek Jesus again D. C., last week io the interest Calloway county youngster, will be
A County Agent's report said
cf the sales advance. interviewed
Ssst being a so-called Christian
auctioneer for the 1937 crop sales. today that farmers were stripping
Tues.
Hopkinsville
in
men
tobacco
block,
We would be .a stumbling
and bulking tobacco all over tile
day. Here today, he was optimistic
The first basket -of tobacco to be!,county it every seasonable opporSa to have a firm foundation
We must build oft the Slid 'Rock. concerning AsSociation prices, de- offered for sale last year on Jan- tunity.
daring that "we cannot see any uary 6 Was that of Lassiter Hill,
-Vera M. Duncan
•
.
reason why the market should be Grade B4G 44. The basket was
lower, this year than ft was lest bid off at $5.25 by the Arnerican
IN MEMORIAM
•;
Tobacco'Ccmpany; but Nill rejectIn Minn Ty 43--Alasgareita-Anns-ScaL.:
'-According de the. filed report of ed the bid since the 'Association adCuchrtini.
Nine years ago, the fourteenth day. the secretary of the Growers At- vance 'was $6.01. -Two hundred
(Continued from Page One)
, of tobacco were
- Our darling baby mosed away.
siation. 31 per cent of tobacco thousand pounds'
Murray
three
the
or.hand
on
once.
adan
treasure
received
11131
in
Little
a
sr -were
We had
vance at-$l.8st -per- -hundred; in floors °pawing day. Prices in- tasit• same -:period seven.
illgee-egsr-our--yoy-and-pratie;--_, season homes in the 'United States were
Wes !dyed her, alt. pertain-to° 1932, 33 per cent used Association creased _Steadily as the
self-checked by school children
facilities and received .an advance neared its close.
auc- and parents as part of the Red
the
or
average
general
The
For goon she slept and-died.
of $2.61. The -year '1933'found 25
percent of growers in the Associa- Nen floor last year was $8.43. but Cross Home and Farm Accident
Alf la dark within .our dwellin
tion receiving advance sales prices on all sales, country and auction-Prevention Campaign in an effort
Lonely are our hearts today,
--For-the'-eitte-we-i-wed-o•-deasly- of- 6604 per hundred; 1.934 saw combined. the average Was $12.00, to. lessen the number, of accidents
49 per cent of the growers receiv- it was reported by the board of that occur in our so-called -places
liaa forever iftissed away.
-Written by her tether and ing $6.26 advance ,price per hun- trade. The average for auction of safety".'
was higher
Regular services to disabled vetmother-all and Mrs. Burie Coch- dred. In 1935. the percentage of sales on Murray floors
growers had awff,iod to 53 and than en either the Paducah, May- erans, and their riependentih- iindtITTIT
PaThe
the men in active service conmarkets.
to
Paris
or
the advance money had dropped 'field,
May- tinued: with the cases of 264,375
ta $6.29. Last- year. 44 -per cent ducah average was $7.63;
r. field's' was $8.01; and Paris had service and ex-service men -of
el----all growers- received__ 4801
an average of '$8.09. -The- average Uteir families acted upon by Red
hundred pounds.
At a meeting in early autumn. price -in Murray for. the 1935 crop Cross Chapters. In addition, thousands of volunteer Red Cross
the board of directors of the As- was $6.36.
Last year, three -dealers in Mur- workers made garments for the
.s.ociaticers-predieted from- a 5 to
1,000.000
needy, and hundreds of books in
than
more
10 per cent increase in sales ad- ray handled
braille for blind readers were
printed and bound for distribution.
"A eSntribution to the Red
Cross," 'Havens urged, "is a contribution to the ideal of broader
communal .growth."

Tobacco Market
Nears Opening -

ROLL CALL

-

Not Eoerybody-7-in
Galloway county subscribes to the Ledge,
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

tug

lug
re plandel one
Uild

a

fail to
office

-Public Sale
I WILL OFFER FOR SALE AT MY HOME ONE MILE
NORTH OF ALMO AT 10:00 A. M.

Wednesday, Nov. 24

.11) yon
rk with
Obligaaart.

ES
'formeuildine
!ther

0.
UCKY

1 V harrow.
2 coon foot harrows.
2 double shovels.
1 corn drill.
200 barrels of corn.
25 tons of red top, timothy and
clover hay.
75 head of Black Spanish
chickens.
2 well trained pointer bird
dogs.

4 head of work mules.
1 good Jersey milk cow.
1 new mowing machine.
1 hay rake.
1 Oliver riding phrw,
2 walking breaking plowsv
1 cultivator.
2 disc harrows.
2 two-horse wagons.
1 section harrow.

and many other small itittris too numAlso various articles such as gear, shovels
merous to mention.
ten dollars CASH. All sales jver ten dollars

TERMS OF SALE-All sales under

security,notes bearing 6 per cei
ninety days credit with good

interest.

In Case of Rain Sale Will Be Held the Followin

ay.

•
-

:71/414."

W. L. Fairner
HUB WALL, Jr., Auctioneer.

FOR SALE-one small stock' of
groceries and fixtures at Murray.
Well located, good house and rentrea,onable. Further details see
ltc
C. R. Broach,
FOR SALE-38 acres, 2 miles
southwest . of Murray. Good 5ro.m house, -good tobacco barn
and other , impsovements fair$1650. Part cash. See Farmer
and Rhodes.
ltc
FOR SALE-Two Electrolux vacuum cleaners. Like .new. Will
sell cheap. Call 353.
ltp
LOST-One black kid glove fon'',
the left hand. Was lost between
Mrs. B. G. Humphreys' home and
the First Christian Church. Finder please return to Mrs. L. M.
ltc
Overby.
FOR RENT-3-room unfurniShod
apartment at 10th and Main. See
Chas. Mercer, Whiteway Barber
Shop.
ltc
Trumpet
FOR SALE-Buescher
and Case. In good condition.
Will make ideal Xmas gift. Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
ltc
Many Johnson cuntY farmers
have bought high-grage. Montana
yearling ewes.

THANKSGIVING
DINNER

It is important that all those
people who are registering under
the Federal government's Unemployment Census, that they will
fill out their card properly and
mail before this Saturday midnight,
Nov. 20, 1937. No postage stamp
is needed. If you do not have an
official card you can secure one
free from your postman or the
postoffice.

Table d' !tote
Turkey Dinner,
75c

FIVE SELECTED IN
DEBATING TRYOUT Plate Turkey Dinner
AT MURRAY STATE
50c
Overby, Miller, Brinn, Gantt
and Lemons Are
Chosen

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody regds it!

of

Five Murray College students
were selected for the varsity debating team following tryouts held,
here Tuesday e-vening. November
9.
Those selected by Coach L. J.
Nortin were: James Overby. junicir.
.
AK,TiAtobert iv1il.ler. sciphr.e
alertinfIl 4.
°more., Hazel: 'frkfil' 5i
junior. Paducah; Wilson - Gantt,
freshman. Faxon; Paul Lemons,
freshman. Murray.
Each candidate gave a 7-minute
oacech on the subject: "Resaleed
that war is the mid-wife of pro% ,
sress'. This subject will be used
in the first debate here this seaan-an international engageirt
with the, Anglo-Scottish team on
December 6.' David Sealand Jones
the-ttrittiersity of Wales, repre-;
-entative nf the - National Union of
Students of England. and Harold
H. Munro, University of Glasgow,
representative of the Scottish Na'tonal Union of Students, will represent the foreign •team in the
debate here,
This Ldebate, eall.. he -1110ar'../(f
.eventh international forensic encaunter.
"We have only two members left
,"
efts;icifffn, Osier'
:
fftiSirSt-SliK vat
ROM nerd.
'by'Mid.
'This is the fewest we have over
had. After hearing the tryouts.
however, I think we have .prospests for a pretty fair telmi-.

•

•

"MANCHESTER" SUITS
Bought to sell to $19.50

14.90

SALE PRICE

•

"HIGHART" SUITS
Sold regularly to $24.50

98.60

SALE PRICE
•

"GRIFFON" SUITS
Usual prices to 529.50

$22.70

SALE PRICE
•

MICHAEL.STERNS
-Value First- and -New Yorker"
Suits
Advertised prices to $45.00

$29.80

SALE PRICE
•

TOPCOAT SPECIAL
Smart new styles . . . Regulai values
to $19.50

12.60

SALE PRICE

•

"MANCHESTER" TOPCOATS
New models.. . new styles. . . regularly priced to $22.50

94.70

SALE PRICE
•

"AQUANETTE" TOPCOATS

COLLINS GETS POSITION
Clarence R. Collins, who has
been in charge of the Gulf Service
Station on Sixth and Main streets.
and who was a salesman in the
service in West Kentucky and
position
Tennessee, accepted q
with Major Tire and Rubber Company in Cleveland, Ohio, this week.

Colonial Room

Never before in the history of Western Kentucky has truly fine Suits and Topcoats been offered at such amazingly low prices.

tint day milk prices one gallon of
whole milk testing six percent contains about one-halt pound butterfat, and has a market value of
around 20 cents. When you stop
to consider how many gallons of
iullk each calf requires for fulfilling
body needs, the Impracticability of
such a feeding program is Immediately apparent.
Weirs Are Likely
But there are other reasons why
whole milk Is not the best feed for
Because butterfat
baby calve&
does have such a high commercial
value, dairymen are, and have been,
breeding cows that will produce
milk with a higher fat content. Research shows that high test nullht la
really a dangerous feed for Young
calves since the high percentage of
fat makes it difficult for the calf
to digest. Consequently, scours develop. leaving the calf sick and
weakly. Scours slay be outgrown
but their results show up later in
disease and lower production.
The calf raising problem becomes
even more serious when one realizes that removing-the cream from
the milk doesn't do much pied.
Skimmed milk falls far short of being the Ideal calf feed. In feeding
skim milk, one of the causes of
scours Is avoided, but skim milk
alone does not proride the essentials calves need, and must have,
It they are to grow and develop Into
moneymaking cows. When cream
Is removed, Vitamin A, the growth
and health vitamin is taken away.
Without plenty of Vitamin A in the
diet, calves slow down in growth
becoming weak, scrubby animals
that lower the herd average when
they finally mature and become
milkers.
Butterfat Substitute Made
A great deal of research has been
conducted at the Purina Experimental Farm to find an answer to
these troublesome questions. Since
feeding high test milk is both dungeruus and expensive, and since
skimmed milk does not provide suf.
ficient Vitamin- A to properly develop a calf, some digestible and Inexpensive Ingredient to replace butterfat basic) be ridded for skimmed
milk to do an acceptable job.
Through years of research and exnumerous
with
perimentation
calves,' setentists at the Purina Experimental Farm have answered the
calf-feeding problem satisfaCtorily
In the form of a new calf chow meal
to mid to milk.
This newly developed calf meal
contains pur-a-tene, and is actually made so high In Vitamin A
that there is more Vitamin A in the
skimmed milk and meal mixture
than is in the whole milk. -Calves
fed on this new calf chow-meal have
more vigor, vitality, and are snore
resistant to disease.

Notice To Readers

`4ou've we& Wit.

Calling All Men

The natural food for baby calves
Is whole inilk as It conies from Its
Today, several factor*
uiother.
make the "natural way" the "Impractical way." Newer and sounder
methods uf feeding calves are being
offered.
comToday, milk has attained
mercial value that makes It almost

a Me licit-

ELIZABETH DUMAS,

•

Who

FOR SALE-Will sell cheap, good
1934 model' 1 1-2 ton Chevrolet
truck. See L. F. Thurmond. tic

INTERNATIONAL TILT
HOTEL
SCHEDULED DEC. 6 THE NXTIONAL
Mgr.

The Following Described Property:

qui/nate.

HOUSEKEEPER WANTED-White
lady. between 30 arid 40, to keep
house for, small family. Inquire
ltc
or write Ledger 4 Times.

M. MARKS CO.

CALF MEAL PROVIDE
THRIFTY CALF FEED

Shower-proof garments . .. Nationally
priced to $23.50

98.40

SALE PRICE

_•
WORUMBO "EUXORA" COATS

As fine overcoating as is made in this country ... All the new models and cobra

Sold everywhere to $32.50

$22.90

SALE PRICE
•

GRIFFON "ANGOPACA" COATS
Top notch quality and make ... regular
price $35:00
-

Have your car win-.
ter-proofed by
GULF
neri** corttiected with
Gulf and will appreciate
your calling on me

•

Sale-Prices Prevail in Every
Department!

GULF.GAS, OIL and GREASES

Don't Miss This Momentous Sale!

LUBRICATE REGULARLY

NEVA* WATERSGULF SERVICE STATION
Sixth and Main Streets

It Pays to Read the classifieds

LI

25.80

SALE PRICE

I

M. MARKS-a217 Broadway

Paducah Ky.

._•

.:•••

•
-
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WISCONSIN WILL
INVADE MURRAY

Lime May Still Be
Obtained in - '37

People and Spots in the Late News

Those persons desiring limn
for use' this fall -or for another
year may obtain -seroi. by contacting the Secretary of 'the
Farms Bureau in the office ot
J. T.' Cochra&taid today. There
is still plenty of lime dvanable
once November 1 when the detrnWita lessened._ at was
known Dollyeeies ear' beanadeon short notice.
The office cf the County-Agent
will be closed, Thursday November 25.. for the Thanksgiving holiday.

Superior Teachers To Play 'Breds
Wednesday Afternoon.
,
November 24
In an attempt to repeat Grant's
successful invasion of The South.
a squad of Yankees from Superior.
Wis.. will endeasror to subdue ?Orray's rebel Thoroughbreds In -the
first gridiron beetle between the
two schools. nFiring" will commence at 2 p. m. Wednesday.
November 24. the day before
Thanksgiving.
The date for the Murray-Superior
game was previously scheduled for
the 26th- but was - moved to the
94th for the convenience of the
players. students. arid fans.
The Warriors from Superior 'anP.nient, admitted has. the Wilnexed their third consecutive conference title two weeks ago by de- liam Mas:n Memorial Hospital
during
the past. week:
feating, River Falls 12-0. This vicMrs. 'Finis Weatherford.. Hazel:
nory,..lwas,_the 12th straight conference win, their last defeat being Joseph L McClain. Palmersvine.
Tenn.; Miss Louise Doherty. Big
in 1934.
San . Term
to ihe atiennolla rat- Htichanan, eon.;
Letue, B. Heathing the two teams appear -to be vett. Faxon.. Tenn.:
Mrs. Glen B.
evenly matched, thus assuring spec- Lassiter, -Murray: Edwin
Littleton.
tators an enjoyable afternoon.
Puryear. Tenn.: Mrs. John M.
This game- marks the close of Coben, Puryear, Tenn: Mrs. Wm.
the season 'for the Thoroughbreds. M. Paschall. Puryear. Term: Joel
who will open their '38 season Pettit, Model. Tenn.
Patients dismissed
against the same team. in Wisccnduring the
past week:
sin.
Mrs. Harmon Lassiter. Knight
•
. Mrs. H. A. Jenks, Murray: Mrs,
CARD Of -THANKS—We • wish
to express our ,sincere thanks and Finis Weatherford. Hazel: 'Joseph
appreciation to- ell ttr:st-- also -so L. McClain __Palnaersaille, -Tenn •
solicitously and upderatandingly Arvil McAlexander, Murray: Mrs.
aided 'us during the misfortune in G. B. Lassiter. Murray; Mrs. Fred
our family which came- with the Willis, Buchanan. Term.; Oscar T.
death of ow husband and father. McCage. Hamlin; Mrs. Walter Win
lia
gnn. Hazel: James Henry .Garrison.
n
Murray; Mrs. Chester , Williams,
Paris. Terms Mrs. 'John Si. Cobers
Puryear. Tenn.

•

.,
•..-10.ti44-

DEATH TRAP .
Only tail and wings
protrude from snow bank on Hayde
Peak, Utah, where crack United Airlin n
er
crashed, carrying 19 to death in worst
accident of American commercial
flying.
Arrows indicate bodies.

•

Hospital News

Boggess Produce Co.
— South 13th St.

Will Pay FKIDAY and
SATURDAY
November 19 and 20
HENS
16c
SPRINGERS'
17c
Highest market. price for
Cream and Eggs
•

S. G. BOGGE.SS

IP..

is ii

High school's netter at Concord by Concord: Smith
and C. Bury.
a 21-11 -count.
The Lynn Grove B team topIn the Friday night game Parks, pled the .Concord
second stringy'
nn Grove guard. was high- 19-10. L. G.
Willia
point man for the 'Cats with 13 took top itgorin ms, Lynn' Gros,
g luitiors• of
markers. Putier. forward. for the tilt by chalki
ng up 10 points,
McCracken countians, held high
State Press Meet Will Be Held scoring honors
of the evening with
at Pdaselmad Firday, Saturday
14 tallies. -December 3-4
The lineup follows:
L. Grove 31 Pos.
Reidland 28
Plans are progressing for the Hall, 6
Fuller. 14
fall meeting of the Kentucky In- Waldrop, 2
Reed, 6
The :Tv: 'non
Haneline. 4
Vance, 0
tercollegiate
Press
Association, Parks, 13
Shaffer, 8 berate:. that
Ur. . :
which will be held in Morehead. Suiten 6
Hichon. 0
in tile second team encounter, director can possibly
Ky.. on December 3 and 4.
A
delegation representing the staff the Jeffreymen were again victors render is that %%filch
by a score of 22-16. L. G. Williams
most effectively
of the College News will par. was high scorer of the game
onwith
ticipate m the semi-annual con- 6 points.
soles the minds of those
Saturday night the Wildcats devention.
who mourn.
Awards will be offered for the feated the Concord netters 21-11.
best news story. best editorial, best The initial half of the game dissports story, best feature, and best played a defensive' type by both
This characterizes our
clubs and the score at half-way
advertisement- which are entered period
stood 9-3 with Lynn Grove service at all limes.
in the contests held at each meet- on the lord end.
,The final frame
ing of the group. The College opened with both team
shifting
News last year was awarded seven into offensive ball but outstanding
of these prizes out of the total guarding ability held the score
down.
ele
The program for the convention
The lineups:
has not been completed, accord- L. Grove 21 Pos.
The
Concord II
ing to George Crenshaw, Jr.. of Hall, 4
F
Allbritten, 4
J. H. Churchill
F
McCage, 2
Transylvania College. Lexington. Waldrop, 1
Yarbrough 2
C
Funeral Home
and president of the KIP& Ef- Haoeline. 4
Parks, 2
Patterson, 3
forts are being made to engage the
Suiter, 6
Telephone 7
G
Bucy
Louisville
Times to judge- the
Substitutes: Lynn Grove: Cochpapers for the awards.
ittuer
sy, Ky.
.
ran, 4; Williams and Kelly
New
Members of the state-wide organization include Morehead. MurS
ray, Centre, Eastern. Western
Transylvania, University of Kenn
lucky. and University of Louisville.

Consolation .

Sincerely,

SWANN'S GROCERY

SELLING ORGY...MilPRONE TRAVELER ... As Fred
lions of dollars in
cago infantile paralysis victim is Snite, Jr., Chi- passed through thestock
'fintransferred to
Miami, Fla., in iron lung. Col. Henry
L. Doherty. gers of these brokerage
national chairman of the Presid
ent'sBirthelaY Ball clerks after the recent
b y in
raised $1,090,779 anOck
for polio sufferers.
Wall Street. greatest
since 1929 debacle.

24— Phones--25
ts Defeat Reidland, Concord
EAGLE-EYED
Sid Luckman, star
Colombia
halfback, has skyrocketed to fame as
topnotch .1937 college passer
Out
of his first 57
throws, he has
completed
31 passes for a
gain of 439
yards.

MURRAY HEADQUARTERS
AT DOWLLNG`I,Hligan4
Headquarters for Mai rray
alumni will be located or: the
'mezzanine floor of the Helm-.
Hotel in Bowling Green. You
are c_rdially 'invited. to stop in
and
tti
helo"S
Saturday mowning be; e going to the game.
Your a; ni presider.t. 'secretary.' and others. from Murray
will be there to e-eet You.

COLLEGfNEWS.TO
ATTEND KIRA.

CHEER,LEADER ...
! Dorothy 'Roy, awarded
rieg...Leche's. prize for
slogan best describing
Louisiana's attraction
to indilstry. Sells the
world over the Empirea
s 'Mike
in the Sky" program
in New York.

Poorly Nourished Women —
They Just Can't Hold Up
Are yell getting rroper nourish-

BREAKS SILENCE . . .
Speaking out again on
national affairs, former
Republican
presidential
candidate Alfred M Landon sounded .a call to the
nation to "shut off too
much power fo,the president."

1

Two Great Bands'
To Perform at 1
I1 -Bowling Green I
1

Sale Honors 58th
Anniversary

Swinging ipto a long and tough
hardwood schedule and showi
ng
unusually early mid-season form.
the 1..yort Grove Wildcats, under
the watchful and experienced eye
of Coach Buren Jeffrey, marked
up two tilts in the win column
last week-end by taking into
camp Friday night on the- 'Cats'
floor the Reidlaod five by a score.
of 31-28 and on the following night.
Saturday. topped New Conco
rd

CLUB SENDS
DELEGATES
TO OHIO

ment from your food, and restful
sleep? A poorly nourished body
just can't hold up. And as for that
run-down feeling, that nervous 1atigue,—don't neglect it!
Cardul for lack of appetite, poor
digestion and nervous fatigue, has
been recommended by mothers to
cLughters— women to women—for
over fifty years.
Try ill 'Mouse:Ida of woolen
Cardul helped thus. of course. if witty
does
Sot benefit YOU. consult S physician.

2 lbs. Good Oleo
25c
1 lb. Swift's all sweet Oleo and nice glass
. 20c
Armour's Mayflower Oleo,
and cup and saucer
40c
English Walnuts and Paper Shell Pecans, 2 lbs. 35c
Fresh Cocoanuts
6c or 7c
Golden Red Karo Syrup
......
50c
Gallon White
52c
2' lbs. Foodcraft Cocoa
15c
Half bushel Cream Meal
38c
10 lbs. Cane Sugar
53c
10 pounds in cloth
55c
3 bars Camay Soap and 1 bottle perfume
21c
100 lbs. Ohio River Salt
90c
9 lbs. Pure Rio Coffee, grain or ground
$1.00
Texas Pink Meat Grapefruit, 6 for
25c
Fancy Florida Oranges
20c or 30c
4 lbs. Pure Lard, bulk
55c,
9-oz, can Corn
Sc
American Lady Grapefruit Juice, 1 1-2
qt. can 27c'
.1 lb. Marshmallows
15c
1 lb. Vanilla Wafers
15c
Pay for Standard Eggs in trade

28c

1

By Tom Flake
Floe students and a sponsor were
.When. two c r, MC r g:zniest fait.
scheduled to - ieeresent Murriiy
oall rivals,- in thts -territory ITC.
. . Bowling ,Green next Saturday
College in the Ohio ,Valley Regneo college bands will be vyin,
ional Conference of International
f.,r musical honors.
•
•
Relations clubs at the University
The 803-Piece Murray- band syn.
of Toledo in Toledo, Ohio, Novem• accompany the Thoroughbreds. t..
ber 12-13. The delegates were as
,
I.the .11Th.lr. and—IA-ill take tr.
.
'field
between the halyea to uphola
follows:
!s title. "Hest Band in' the SIAA Haro,u lanyards. plesident of
Prof. William II F. •.: -is, •
-the Murray club: Pat Wear, vicef--The - Murray ,
president: Charlotte Jordan. sec;,reParect-lettar--i.t. exin cisS. to • 1.,,
retary: Robbie Myers. treasurer;
i ne of the most unusual sets 1.7
James Overby. and Prof. C. S.
I - aarieuvers . ever performed on
a.
Lowry. the newly elected co-sponnatithern- field.
sor of the club: Prof. W. M. CauThe Western band, according to
dill is the othes- sponsor.
'he College Heights Herald. *BresThe conference is sponsored by
a-rn - student publication, is-going t.
the Carnegie Endowment for Internresent 'the latest in re„vel enternational Peace.
..,inment."
•
NAT RYAN,•SR.'• There are 813 International Re-To the scinoilating raythms of
.
lations Clubs in the world today:
O1enfastioned---1,43ve.''
- - -sayS _it'
- IlityatiT.--:abate 'UM, are begin660 in the United States, and
iferald. "the Western band will gol ning 'their 58th
17
anniversary sale of tnes
are in the Ohio Valley
'nrough. the complicated routines Friday. November-19. .
Region
al Conference.
.f the Big—Apple.. carrying. ,and, _Chaorfles
t an
iadtefN
rank Ryan. grand_
The following/topics will be used
; layitig their instruments at the
s
owners and o
-Me 1round-table discussions'
-arne. time."attars of the ',Lee
•
extend a ecirchal invitation to all "British Foreign Policy,
The Murray band. whifh ;playe
and the
d shoppers to come
to their store Ernpire".-"Europe and Internationa
Old Fashioned Love throughout
l
when, in Murray and shop, for Security,"
"Conflict and Co-opera•-.e 1936 football season and has
quality merchandise. A large se- tion
Across the Pacific." A lecture
I worked on a Big Apple maneuver 'ection
is offered the buying pub- by
_Dr. -Hans Simons from Gerthis_Jalniwitlisluiyes-tierce---er --nitre
many at the banquet Friday night,
. winatime numbers tin-offer,
A
November 12, at the- Waldorf Hotel
istaxial , arrangement of "put on
Your Old Grey Bonnet" with MURRAY TO PLAY WISCONSIN was the feature of the program.
Two other important speakers
,- horu.ses by the trumpets. trom- • The Murra
were
y Thoro
, nones and 'clarinets, ha-s received ball team will play ughbreds loot- Dr. Joseph L. Kunz and Mr. Clark
Wn.00nsin State Eichel
berger,
,celeirn this year. A revision Of in- the college stauaium
director
of
the
on WedLeague of Nations Association.
'That's A-Plenty" was' played to nesdaY afteilioon before Thank
so-ie first time at the game betwe
nail; Roy Stewart anen
.
• Nfurray and West Tennessee and flounced tOday
It Pays to Read the Classinetts
The Old Grey .Mare" was added
.., the bands repertoire I:, • ..,,-,•, '.,
Fo
ianes. hrn
asaynoe
an
txp
ee
ntn ,,-rn
'chat fans
Thoroughbred musicians' s but it
.nderstood that an entirely no-'
-•airching routine will be used ,..7
'he Western field.
Popularity of 'the "sing ban 'lea as well as the "swing" o
Our RO^YAL GEM COFFEE, poun
•
.'
-1),., T--h - -1 V. •
d
1

Celery, Jumbo bunch
.
I-0cOranges, 250 size, dozen
15c
Cranberries, Cape Cod, large firm, lb 18c
Lettuce, 5 dozen size
Sc
Mayfield Meal, 10 lb. bag 18c; 24 lbs 38c
Potatoes, No. 2, 15-lb. peck
18c
Lynn Grove Flour, 24-16. bag
79c
Scoco Lard, 4-lb. carton 49c, 8 lbs. 96c
Snow King Baking Powder, large
size, 1 cup and.1 saucer
25c
Can Spaghetti, Van Camp, can
5c
Kraft Macaroni Dinner
19c
Heinz Chili Concarne,large can 2 for 35c
Black Palm Dates, 11
/
2113. pkg. . . . 25c
That good Pingdinger Coffee, 2 lbs. 25c
Cocktail Cherries, any flavor,
Richlieu, jar
33c
Creme De Mint or Greenidine Fruits,
11-oz. jar
42c
Beechnut Catchup, large size
19c
Mince Meat, Armour's,3 pkgs. .
25c
Coal Hods, No. 16
43c
Heavy 5ftgallon Oil Cans
73c
6--inch Stove Pipes, 2 for
25c
MEAT MARKET
The best of Armotirs':Branded Beef, Lamb
,
Pork, Dressed Chickens and "[turkeys, Little
Pie
&wafttke, Oysterst:qTessie, 11,p9y..
Ada,. Country
.. ilia rn
-.'"tresh Brains.
•

Let us help make your Thanksgiving
Dinner a Success.
Will Pay in Trade for Egg429c

Tolley & Carson
FOOD MARKET
WE DELIVER

Thurmond's Cash Grocery

WE ARE THANKFUL THAT WE CAN
GIVE YOU
THESE LOWER PRICES

BANANAS
Fancy Yellow
DOZEN
12'2c
SUGAR

POTATOES
NO. 1
10'POUNDS for

PURE CANE

CRACKERS 1

SALT

Crispy Fresh
2-1b. box

BIG BOX
3 for

16c

10c

I

,a•ta'
aarrteel.--aehether "sirranin 'will
:art of the Bowling Gra-en

be
proam

Licensed To WO .11
Fwerett Ward Outland. 22 Me. ,y: to Alice .1. Nunn, 21 "
Gtngles G. Barnes. 211
_Eula Mae Guptun. 23 M
- NC, B Cox.. 54. to Me, '
:gyps. 38 Padurah
J: pr. Jones. 4S F
Carraway. 3f.,
_
Montgomery county , hrmer; ci _
, • ently bought 1,500 'black faced
•
eftein ewe".

Edwin Thurmond

Edd Adams

RAISINS

PECANS

Bulk
3 Pounds

Large Paper Shell
. Pound

23c

15C

_

TOMATOES 4 for 25c PRUNES
FANCY CREAM
MEAL
10
GREAT NORTHERN

BEANS

6

Pounds

25c

SWEET

OLEO

Pound

NO, 1 TALL
CRANBERRY

12'2c
TURKEYS
and-

GEFsE

Dresied or
on Foot
•
COOP FED
ANY SIZE

•

Pounds

SAUCE
Dozen

ORANGES

5c
160
14c
14c

EAT A TURKEY
This Thanksgiving
Mace Your order for one
Today!
LETTUCE
Firm Head

tc

J

CELERY
Tender, Crisp8c

MurrayTeleFood Mkt.
-^

•

....
•

Pound

FLORIDA

nnaaire,

sae.

51'

NO 2 CAN

20c
.. 25c

OUNTRY GENTLEMAN CORN,
3 cans
PEAS, No. 2 cans, per can
N. 1 SIEVE ENGLISH PEAS,
No. 2 can
. 4 15c
COFFEE., 100 per cent pure, 2 pounds
for
25c
LYNN GROVE FLOUR, 24-lb. bag
.... 79c
CRANBERRIES, 2 lbs. for
19c
LETTUCE, large head
5c
BANANAS, large golden yellow,
15c
SNOW KING BAKING POWDERdozen
.
.... 23c
( w3...Free
•-•
•
EGGS ARE MUCH HIGHER ...
SEE' US
IIEFORE YOU SELL
We Sell for LESS Because We Sell
for CASH
FREE OF:LIVERY
PHONE 400

13c

10 Pounds

SATURDAY SPECIALS

s • — aneesai
! rease
411

THANKSGIVING SPECIALS!

•

•

_
3ucy.
team topI string,,,
flu Gros
vs of
points.
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• COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL
CAL
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEKLOWAY

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its
Advertisers
Murray; Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon
November 18, 1937

tf nn • year In CaJUesay.
Ira ..''''Marshall, Grav
es Hears and Stewart Counties,
•

year elsewhere IS
the State of Kentaisky.
a year to any addre
than above

$2 00

Volume CV. No. 46
War Horses Are' Offto Races at TV es
!
Pri
nce
ton
tern for
Buries ;LIME USAG
E HERE Dick Jurgens To BLUERLOODS MA
Mur
ray
's
Tig
ers
i
Ke
nt
UL
ucky's Grid Classic There on Saturday- Under
t
ay for Shield . MOREHEAD 32
52-6 Score DOUBLES IN YEAR' Pl
-7
Dance at College
MURRAY

COACHES1
GROOM RACERS FOR;
CHAMPIONSHIP TILT1

25c
20c

- Sycamore Center
News -

40c
t. 35c
or 7c
50c
52c
15c
38c
53c
55c

TO KEEP SIAA LEAD

Calloway Road
Mechanic Shoots.
Man -- m- Princeton

Baptists Obtain
Hammond Organ

21c
90c
$1.00
25c
r 30c
55c
Sc
is 27c
15c
15c

28c

4

1111=11.111
,

5!

County Agent Clain
' The Tigers of Butler
Reports .
High of
Farmers Have
PhosPrinceton smothered • the light
Dick Jurgens and his Orche
er
,
phates Freely
stra
Tigers of Murray High Schoo
will play for the annu
.
l in
al . Shield
Princeton Friday night in
dance in .the John Wesley
a 'Little
Repor
ts released this week by
Carr Tho
SiXteen Conference game 52-6.
Health Building at Murr
roughbreds
It Calloway County Agent J.
Score
ay State on
19
was one of the Worst defea
T.
First Downs to 3 for Eats- a ran show' that more than Coch- Friday night, Deceinber 3, yearMurray High Sehool team
double book officials
announced today.
k'ever the amount of limestone
gles and Gain
was used
skittered.
Dick Jurgens and the orche
by county farmers in 1937
than in
stia
Consistently
Murray never gained the
have
been regulary featured in
lead 1936. and that farmers used in the
a
ner. .
y in
colkviatt Athletic
Pam
,first quarter, McConnell ,f Princ
0 hostelries, among them
e- 20 per cent phosphate on their
SQUAD
being 't
ton ran 40 yards for the
dation 'in Conferen
initial fields. The total lime spreadage Drake Hotel in Chicago. the Gibce
STARS TOGETHER
score, and Southard
passed to over farms in Calloway county to son in Cincinnati, the St. Francis
Race
Beckner across the goal line
for date this year amounts to 7,044 in San Francisco, and the Peabody
With an attack as irresistible
the extra point. Southard
as
skirt- tons, an increase of 7,004 tons in Memphis. Listed among their the Missi
lAME WILL BEGIN
•
ssippi River in flood. Mured the end a few' minutes
other triumphal engageme
later over 1934's quota, wherr only
nts
are: ray's Merciless Thor
for the second marker.
40
AT 2 IN AFTERN
a
recor
ough
d-smashing run at
tons. were u,sed.
breds
OON
the climbed a 'rung nearer
. Wfigley Casino; their
the chamA Murray fumble in the secon
In 1935, under Cochran's
phenomenal pionship of
d
leade
the
'Sou
rplayi
ther
n
ng
quart
at
Tiro
Inter
er
the
was
Palomar in Los
„,
recovered by Princeton ship as agent, the
io ,
collegiate
Murray
tonnage of geles: and a
Athletic
Association
and Southard passed 25 yards
crowd-thrilling so- here
State. otr000 (1.,....11
to lime used leaped to 1125, and in journ
Frida
y
the Stretch
by knocking the Eagles
Beckner for the third toichd
at the famous Aragon Ball6 farmers _ used
qwn
for their rluiai Soothe
_Morehead- from the fist of -the
-in ChiCiagh-TfrS
rn interrol=
SolUt'ahrft -again paased to Becle
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Cochran said the goal4"14
Tr tha nation's unbeaten
rner
for
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legiate
is
and untied teanis
orche
stra's Music was regul
for the extra point. Again
Aoociation charm•
arly
in the year was 3.020 tons, but the actual heard
pinto-too !: ode ears,
' over the coast-to-coast net- 32-7.
quarter,
, breaking through a hole achievement more
will leave
than doubled s
Friday to. It.
If the Racehorses topple Wesv.y
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emof
opened by Towery,- Beckner
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WITH TWO NEW STYLE LEADERS FOR
1938
BOTH
SIX AND EIGHT OFFERING(1=0

THE AUTOMATIC SAFETY TRANSMISSI
ON !

OLDSMOBILE today presents
the new
Style Leaders for 1938...a dash
ing new
Six ...a dynamic new Eigh
t! Here are
cars designed to se America'
s pace in
distinctive streamline styli
ng ... to set
a new high in fine-car perf
ormance...
to outvalue anything else
within hundreds of dollars of their mode
rato price.
Both of these great new cars
for 1938
feature all the latest improvem
ents and
refinements, such as the new
Safety
Instrument Unit and Safety
Dash, the
new Safety Interiors and many
others,
Both otter the new driving Sensa
tion of
the year. Oldsmobilab-Aitetria
tic Safety
Transmission. Come in toda
y and
see the cars that set both the
styles
and the performance pace
for 1938!
In mkt the Tectetv •1
cost. -

A GENERAL,MOTORS VALUE

for ServICE

BEST and CHEAPEST Refriger
ant yet known to the Scientific Wor
ld"

WESTC. T. Rushing Garage-MAIN STIREET
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led the placement. and the score
Bluebloods Maul
was 20-7 in favor of Murray at the
Morehead' 32 -IIh- alf.
The third quarter was uneventful

oa.
.-

`yr

'

kforeheads 4
Jasper went cgs. •al
yard on the first attempt, and
his second effort struggled across
Folks around the Camp Ground
far the last score of the afternoon.
ara.---yary-- bogy. - _gathering cum.
insofar
selafing plays v.-ere cot= Deibert's - placement was- - wide,
(Continued from Page One)
Robert Crouse and Guy Moore's
I eerned. but Murray thrilled -the and the Thoroughbreds took the
- -corn is taxing out so well we trunk
ball
game
32-7.
when
Finley
threw
a
28
Moretteinrsarroved
and a fir= elosaIr
entire they will have to divide. Laying
Stewart
used
virtually
his
behind
to
Bland
from
yard
pass
Went
Mitchell
10. Thompson and
squad with equally satisfying re- all jokes aside folks. Truman Olito the 5. and a penalty placed the the goal line and after further
sults. The Thoroughbreds' block- ver made a wagon bed so high to
ball on kierehead's 1, and _Thump- eains. McRaven took Yarbrough's
ing was deadly and their defense. gather -corn in that he had to get
son scored on the next play. Des- lateral on the 35 and raced to the
with the exception of Morehead's a ladder to climb over in it.
bert kicked the placement. and 50. .There Mitchell fumbled and
touchdown pass, was exceptionally
We are very sorry to tuar that
the Eagles took the ball.
-the Racers led 14-0_
Early in the foiirth quarter. effective. Murray's superiority is Mr. and Mrs. Olin team sold
score
consolation
Morehead's
borne out by the figures which their home and will be leasing us.
came in the first quarter after Rob- Murray's' blue and gold tide surged
show the Racers gained 309 yards We hope they will like thAr new,
ertson for Morehead had •recover- the length of the field on a touchRecovering Ham- from scrimmage to Morehead's 29 home whever it may be. He sure
ed Mitchell's fumble on the Mur- down wave.
and chalked up 19 first downs to do think they are fine people and
ray 23. The Thoroughbreds held mon.ds' lateral fumble on their
the Eagles' three.
we will miss them.. ,
the Eagles for no gain Mr three own 10.- the Thoroughbreds swung
Ellis Johnson's boys got 93 yards
Miss ColaoSparin war' ill FridaY
downs, but a Murray player ttppel into the stretch on a marcn feaout of their 6 passes completed in
a desperate faurth down pass by tured by Jtig Mitchell's 35-yard 19 efforts. Only one was Inter- night and a physician wai called
Murray's
from
give treatment.
fourth
down
to
Wyant into the hands of Stanley run on
took
The Stewartrnen
e- More- cepted.
Morehead back-. wilt) stepped acroaa 22. placing the ovaT on
Mrs.
Robert Crouse ts stsowirie
wings 13 times and landed safely 4
the goal-line-for the marker. Viii- head 42. Jasper shook off tackler times for 82 yards. Three were very little improvement.
aiin's kick was good., and the Melo,after tackler to_bouhce down _to
Lathe Steele_ returned rome from
the 29. He gained 5 yards more infereepted: •
0' War led hv 14-7
the 4eiiii 1344da*- She has been
liaarzein.
'easy"
tackle.
as
On
McRaven took Morehead's kick-on a smashing_ line plunge
standout in the Morehead defense. given one blood transfusion and
off and behind a flying wedge for- the next play he took a lateral with second hanors going to Hor- will be given the same treatment
down
thundered
and
mation carried the ball to his own from McRaven
ton and Robertson. , The More- again Friday.
34. Yarbrough went around end to the 14. McRaven took Jasper's head. backs were so thoroughly
Mr. and. Mrs. Guy Moore, Miss
placgain.
12-yard
for
a
lateral
the
on great interference. skirted
bottled up by the' hard-charging Lou Spann, Mrs. Robert Edwards,
McRaven
2.
the
ball
on
the
yards
ing
27
galloped
and
secondaries,
Murray line that npne could snow Bonnie and Elizabeth Crouse were
before he was forced out-of-bounds scored. but Mitchell missed place- to much advantage.
visitors in Murray Saturday. I
on Morehead's 39. McRaven threw rnent. and the score was 26-7. MurBill Thompson, Murray quarter. was glad to see Mrs. Carlos Black.
1 long 'spisifiing ,paaS good for 35 ray_
Mrs_ Ethel Duke, Mrs. Lige LinThe final score came after Jas- suffered a slight concussion in the ville and Frances from the Proviyairds to Bill Thompson who caught
final
play
of
-the
first
half
and
Spa.uldin_g
had
the ruzi4ust isefeire he spun per. Finley. and
dence section. Flatten Lewis was
first down on LoWonan. Morehead back, suffered there from the Macedonia neigh- tie hall
Deibert
117
acro, ''
a similar injury late in the final
quarter.
Both are convalescing borhood. Batten. tell the rest of
splendidly and it is believed people to come to town some time.
Thompson -will get- to play against They might see something they
would like to buy. $
The
Western Saturday.
•
We sure were tickled to set.
Stew-art's machine -hinctioned so
smoothly, no matter how the cogs that road grader coming through
were arranged. that it was not Saturday. Makes us think we arc
propossible to pick out an Individual. going to get a good road now,
performer.
The
Thoroughbreds vided these Route 6 folks don't go
mixed brilliant razzle-dazzle with on one of -.these sit dtharri Strikes:
titanic .power to. put on their I believe our -rural mail carrier
will enjoy a good ,road as he has
scoring drives.
to traVel it every day. I can just
Murray
Pos.
Morehead imagine that' bad road is disheartJones er •
Ishmael ening to a mail nrrier as welt
LE
oGudauslias
LT
Marzetti to many others.
The talks in this community are
Houston
LG
indeed glad that J. D. Drinkard is
Hardin
Horton IC) much improved. J. D. -is able to
Applegate
RG
Mosley go hunting and is also able to
Donoho
Triplett visit about. Mrs. Drinkard visited
RT
Allison
E , Hammonds Friday and Saturday with her
Wyant daughlers, Mrs. P. D. Wilson and
McRaven
Q,,
Mrs. Miller Rose of Murray.
Thompson
LB
Don Wilson is still .clearing
RB
FlaneryYbough Stahley
Mitchell
FB
'Reynolds bushes and briars off the -road
.
•
side.
Mrs. Martha Adams visited Mr.
Score by quarters: ,
Murray
' 14 6 0 12-32 and Mrs. Calvin Adams Saturday.
Morehead
0 7 0 0- 7 'Say. Sis, if you haven't forgot
whese I live you might visit me
Officials:
Taylor, Georgetown, some time.
referee, Sledd. Murray, -umpire;
Mrs. Rahert Edwards saw her
Knuth, Kansas State. headlines- daddy, John -W. Doran, a few,minman. Powell, Abilene Christian, utes in town Saturday. She visitfield judge.
ed Mrs.. Bernice -Steele who has
Touchdowns:
Mitchell,
Mc- been ill.
I saw Otis Lovitis iiNawn SatRaven,-Jasper. Thompson, 2. Stanley. Points after touchdown: Dei- urday. He dbesn't know Me now,
but I went to school 'fo hint . one
bert, 2; Vinson.
year.
.
Substitutes:
Murray: Putnam.
Ray Steele sold some hogs for
Brown, 'Downey, Smith, Neese. $38 last week. More money than
Brandeis, Morris, Love, Atwell, I have heard of this high price
Bland, Deibert, Spaulding, Beale. cottan bringing. I guess we will
Jasper, Finley. Fowler.: Morehead: all be surprised -when we market
Adams. Watson. Kiser. Watson, our weed crop.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Thompson
Robinson, Bailey, Radjunas, Vinson,- flail, Anderson. Lowman, Fair. and little daughter, Mary Pauline.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Oliver and
Rubie Fay were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Steele Sunday. 'Mrs.
.Steele is a sister of Mrs. Bill
Thompson of Kirk.sey.
This cool weather means that
it will not be long till we smell
Will write a few lines from this the sausage
frying. I know they
place. We are having nice weath- would
taste better than what I
er for gathering our corn and sow- had for
breakfast. I am not telling wheat. A few farmers stripped ing you
what I ate„ But it is a
tobacco three or four days of last familiar
bowl with _lots- of us inweek.
this neighborhood.
.
._ Wayne Lawrence is on the sick
I wonder if Mr. and Mrs. Conrad
list at this writing.
Hutson remember a man swapping
Bro. Monroe Edwards and wife a hat for his cap
and Conrad draware very feeble. "Uhele Monroe"' ing the
difference?
will be 86 years of age in FebSell Me A Dream
ruary _and "Aunt Amanda- will be Ah,
maker of dreams
.
85 in January. They- will have
Could you sellme a dream
been married 63 years the 6th of Of a )tome
coming soldier boy
Atignst.' With Istr-old aweet smile
' The Reverend Mr Hesson Leba- On his
nut brown face.
non. Term., filled his regular apAnd his eyes telhng tales in their
pointment at Locust Grove Holi1.0
:
17
ness, - church second Suinlay and
Could you send him back
-Sunday-night.
In 7111--WlerecT old lane.
Mary Manning Darnell of Detroit With a
whirr and a.- whiz throdgh
is visiting her father. Claude Manthe air.
ning.
To a dear little cottage in a wee
Charlie Hartley of Illinois is visitlittle town
ing his brothers), Frank and Ernest
And have me waiting there?
,
Hanley.
_
Could you blot out the long,.
Esquire Lawson Radford is crit.lonely years that have gone
ically ill and was not expected to
Since he fell and the best of me
live 48 hours .at this writing. .
died
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Bibb- are
What is-a you're saying. oh Maker
-the parents -of a fine 71
/
2 pound
of Dreams?
boy. Both ,mother and son are
Ah no I cannot, I have tried!
doing nicely.
,
-"Sweet Pea''
Prof. Barber Edwaria.5
.-- is back
at home for a few days. He has
been over in Tennessee teaching

Cole's Camp Ground
.•

COLLEGE SHIELD
Presents

in the

JOI IN WESLEY CARR HEALTH
BUILDING

FRIDAY NIGHT,
DECEMBER 3!

Kirksey Kinklets

Concert for those who do not care to dance
9:00 to 9:45
Admission 50c

DANCING STARTING AT 10:00 O'CLOCK
Admission Per Couple:
$2.25 at Advance Sale
52.75 at the Gate

Lynn Grove School

171U.51C.

LET'S MAKE CHRISTMAS
Mptla IN
KENTUCKY!
,let's remember that for thou.
UST among ourselvessands of our own.,Kentuckians this year,:fslerry

J

Christina?' sill depend on

chrtstmas trade. ..`. You

can help make a Merry Christmas for Kentuckians
this year by theipplfftfut -arriong home folks, in your
own locality. If you can't find what you want, try a
'neighboring ,,Kentucley town or city. -Coc;nii take ym.:r
bisiness outside the State. Too many Merr
.masis depend on it at hoMe'

THE

BilOWN

HOTEL

"Louisville's Largest and Finest"

Mrs. Tommie Chester, died Saturday night and wag buried atthe
old . family grave yard near Soldier'S 'Creek. She had been ill
for some time.
,Mr. and Mrs. Claud Luther a'nd
daughters of near Wingo visited
Mac •Boyds family a few days
recently.
Wash Boyd of the Penny sectian,
,who has
, is showing, very

The old time fiddlers' contest
will be Staged November 25. A
much better and shorter program
has been arranged. It will begin
promptly at 7 o'clock.
The FFA party- rs---/to be given
Wednesday night. November 17.
We are dry at Lynn Grove since
our aktern caved in. Mn Carter
is digging another. cistern and- live
will 'have water Awe soon as it. is
4
I/4111i"
hig
family visit- completed.
• ••
ed his daughter of near Coldwater
We have organized a pep club
last Sunday.
and 63 white pep shirts with a
As I have given all the pews block Wildcat emblem have been'
that 1 know of I will ring off.
ordered. The" Wildcat pep ,club
-•
-Lazy Ned leaders are Mary Sue . Wright,
Evelyn Lou Lockhart. and Alois
Edward Jones,
Jessie Dee Tress Is 01g....9/ school
on account of -scarlet fever.
The
honor,roll -for the 'grades. is
Our Father. God tvt' give You
as follows: "primer. Dale _Smith.
'.
thanks- tor".411--,
For what. is ours and what may Doris * floY. Voris Howard. Nella
Jean' WOrkrhan. Eulala Lawrence,
,etill,be ours..
•
Carlene Sue
For earth and We.- for beauty. .first reader.
.
• Lockhart:
fourth grade. , Anna Mae ol...amni
• -Courage. hope•
We thank You fi)i-• our FaithNol • WiathCr. chaiws William-1
Redden.
Bobby Snoch
Naomi
which keeps us pure!
Blibach. Hugh Frank Miller. Cotie
We pray our prayer for peuale'in Lee -Celeo.o".. 1-1-.1th grade M"i7
.
Farmer. marie'Jones.'Norella /Celan land'.
•
•
We• ask •foi:
, God give US So loaetta Morris. Billie Brown
Quincy Adams: slat; -grade'Treva
strength to live!
- •
ab•ow. ik;aral ,,„,, Dell Cole Martha Jo Milk-r. Joe'
Ba „with
litay.-•gibe -19ftrite,"-liiid
71611tr
Be vierthY. of 'our -freedom: hue James Leslie wil'""•
L
.1
•
ire._
reg
Cab'sto- fitrnoOs
Thenwii a c()40It P2)11 to ,Read the ClasaiDeas
rative

Thanksgiving

T,
,atatet

--yet asr:

WE'RE CELEBRATING

OUR 58"
(I

10

Days of
Fun for

IIALITY BARGAIN HUNTERS

58 years RYAN'S have been noted for sqlling Quality Merchandise. In order that you may help us celebrate our birthday, we are offering Ryan's Standard Quality Merchandise at these quoted prices. In many
instances you will find reductions of 10 to 20 per cent, from our regular prices.
For

Starts Friday Morning, November 10
MEN'S BLANKET ALL STYLESPURE
-BATH-1ZOBE
S
IJNCH
ENEON SETS 88`

S.

New plaid patterns, asst,
colors, rayon girdle cord
shawl collar.
Small, Medium and

s

SUEDE and KID

Large

88`

PURSES

FLANNEL
ROBES

LACE CLOTHS '1.95

Tailored, solid colors
• shawl collar and sash
Each in boit . All
Brown, wine. navy.

LADIES' NEW

SATIN SLIPS

a

98c

$3.95

SHOP NOW FOR XMAS--AVOID RUSH
SNOWSUITS
NEW STI'LE

REGULAR

18c

KOTEX

200-SHEET

KLEENEX

I and 2-piece styles in warm
chinchilla and heavy flannel.

$1.95

LADIES' NEW

RAYON SLIPS

49c

BATTS 29c
BROCADED IN
PRINCESS SI P

OTTON
2
CP

ADSA,I

80x80

PRINTS

.y

Lovely pastel pink or blue
heavy chinehilla suits with
cap to match.

GOWNS

The ideal outdoor garmentwarmly lined, knitted cuffs.
ALL WOOL

friNG

$5.75

BLANKETS

AND BOYS'

DRESS SHIRTS 69c

16c
49c
9c

Yard

A Small Deposit will Hold
Your Purchase Until Xmas

UY NOW --TAY LATER
MEN'S

Yard

OUTING

$2.95

$1 69

14c

Heavy assorted plaids,
part wool, sateen bound
o'•-%66x80. BUY NOW!
N. SPECIAL

27

INCH

SHIRTING

Yard
9c

MEN'S

81:90 81:90

BED SHEETS

Irria,
88

69c

Cotton Blankets'-.large
70x80, warm and riNivs
--asSorted colors and
stitched ends_ Soft nap_

Full Fashioned ADMIRATION

SILK HOSE

49c

CHILDREN'S COTTON JERSEY

BLOOMERS

15c

LADIES XX

BLOOMERS

SING LE-

77c
WOOL BLANKETS--Reversible, . two
taffeta bound. Heavy. large 72x84.'

SLIPS AND SHIRTS 49`

color

$5.88

49`

GIRLS' CORDUROY

JACKETS

LOW PRICES FOR THRIFTY ISHOPPERS
HAND EMBROIDERED

BRIDGE SETS

Beautiful Ladies'

49c

PAJAMAS

DOMESTIC

Balbriggan knit, two-piece,knitted cuffs, all colors, real'
style for cold weather.
,

CANNON

TOWEL SETS

49c

QUALITY

QUILT ROLLS
MEN'S ROCKFO

29c

D

WORK SOCKS

9c

MEN'S FULL CUT

-CHILDREN'S WINTER

WOOL- CLovEt

UNDERWEAR2teM9c

Large woitment ,of bright
colored brushed wool gloves
for all. Sizes to Tit everyone,
and colors to please

MEN'S WINTER

UNDERWEAR z.7is. 79

49C

LARGEST XMAS STOCK

(rir

HISTORY

VAN'S STORE
-----191URRAY'SLEADINt-DRY- C00.65 STORE -StlitE igge!
-

9c

WORK SHIRTS 49c

Pair.98c

Pair

Yard

_

•

_

..3:1111111111111111111111111111Prir
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daughter. Pauline, were dinner
tiess a demonstration in reading
Mr. and Mr. Willie Sims 'and
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
little daughter, Miry Frances , of
by a supervisor.
parenis,
Mr.
Paducah, visited her
Roy Steele.
.
Otho Oliver and Willie Outland
here
atinclaY.
J.
W.
Jones,
and
Mrs.
Charles, Reno, and Alfred Steele
Here I clue across again. Some went squirrel hunting and beside
5.
Route
Benton
of
were
week-end
visitors at the
Dave
Cellie
ehased .a
We- were 'very-glad 'to have' the
folks never even miss me-think hailing eight squirt-eta
,We were blessed with a hearth- home of
. and Mrs. Bill Thompwas exhausted. presente Of se many of the patrons near Maple Spring. was the guest
dog
the
fox
till
red
Monday
morning
and
we
were
I stas acr..ss all time.
Swinger,'
14
son.'
I wuuldn't be much surprised if Friday night for the Educational of his sister. Mrs. Nannie
i all ready for work.
The frequent showers kept men there are still, laess
Mrs. Roy Steele has returned
here fifth Sunday in October,
irs in these Program.
Was
Sunday
a
fine
day
for
The
pageant,
"The
out of the corn fields over here woods?
home from the Clinic Hospital and=
"Haw forcible are right words1
church services. Rev. R. F. GregTorch,"
was
very
effective
and
is improving.'
most of the past week, but SO far
Job 6:25.
°--r-v filled his regular appointThe women)the.Industrious ones very appropriate. The talk, given
As news is as scarce as hens'
November has not brought much
"Taterlmh" Hartly of Mimin, ments
started piec- by Prof. W. M. Caudill of Murray
at Oak Grove with a-good
T. A.
cold weather. It brought several I mean) have already
to
have
Ark.,
came
here
teeth,
will go and see you, next
old woman
sermon. A very good audience
notable birthdays but mine passed ing quilts. One real recently a State College, was enjoyed by Jones treat a bad cancer. He is
week.-Happy Jay.
was in attendance.
everyone.
brought to my house
cured and has returned to his
uneventfully but for my hubby
We regretted very nmsch to learn
top pieced of hundreds
We are glad to boast of the out- home.
accompanying Me hickory nut beautiful
af the deaths of our friends repieces. She wants to sell collie of .the Beauty Contest. Saturtiny
of
letter
in
hist
your
halting then coming to the house
Ky.
'Bell,
other things slay night held at the Music Deeently. that of Thacker Paschall
in time to see a once eery dear it tho fLi- she needs
week's issue was indeed fine.
more than she does pretty quilts. partment's
carnival.
Ernestine Write us some more like that, and Mrs. Henry Hooper. Both
cousin and family pass by.
that
were laid to rest Saturday. NovemMillet' represented our school and
Mrs. Lloyd _Spicelans wrote
On November 1, 1937, the death
pleas!
Mr. and Nil's. Walter Miller, who Loyd had been ill over the weels won first place.
I ber 13. We heartily extend our angel came and relieved toe sufWhat has become of Ced_ar. Crest I sympathy to the
have for. years lived in California, end. They. plan to come home
bereaved ones of fering body of Thacker V. PasThey will soon complete the writer? I miss
those good let- both families.
but who now reside near Mur- Thanksgiving.
tearing down of the old house that
chall,- who was burn July 16. 1889.
ters.
ray, had been to Bumpas Mills
Corn gathering is the regular Age, 48 years. 3 months, 26 days.
I still hear pecasionally from is to be moved before the new
"The beds were of gol4 and work
visiting'Mrs. Miller's
relative*. Calloway and always wish when. I school' structure can be started.
at the time. Tobacco did He was married to Martha 1J0rses
Mrs. Miller was 'formerly Eunice hear of the friends and relatives By seeing this actual work, we feel silver." Esther 1:6.
not get in the right order to strip April 19. 1908.
W. Brown set up his molasses the oast week
Hargis They ilep went to Hop- visiting...each_ other that I could _closer to f)
new building.
. -"' s•
• uttelialkeleirMllarrillINIKis s
's
wand made lan_a1,14
an
tote)&WI.
--ititasted *Mir I•l•
I.",i4,10•16
. J71
- !--.3matnerman Gaylon. -Adolphus, and L.
We had witn us fast week We. the cane hauled to him,
ment and, White Plains where
Chicago
from
and
Nance
children
speak
Jarvis, high school inspector from
the week-end of whom with his loving comMrs. Emma
and
Mrs. Monte° Schroeder
Wafter -eriet• taught. ' They were has been visiting relatives 'In Cal- the state department, and Miss Ola
with Mrs. Smotherman's father panion and two little grandsons
accompanied by a sari and one loway several weeks, but returned Mae Farmer, county attendance daughter, Miss Eudele, and little and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Bert are left to mourn his departure.
son Jimmie visited Mrs. Natalie Wilson.
of Mrs. Miller's sisters and her when two of her other sisters, officer.
He also leaves 3 brothers, John,
Stringer and Mrs. Myrtie McClain
little daughter.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr visited Jimmie, and Fleetwood Paschall;
Mrs. Mattie Owens from Paducah
Students who have a perfect at- on October .31.
Mrs. Orr's parents' over the week- 3 sisters, Mrs. Jimmie Jones, Mrs.
Seeing • Weed brought' back and Mrs.. Minnie Edwards from tendance record for the last month
"Be sure your sins will find you end.
memories of old dark days when Memphis returned home from a in the 'first six...grades, are as fol- out." Numbers 32:23.
Guy Nance and Mrs. Oat Pasbrother,
Hello, Happy Jack! Your letters chall, and a host of relatives and
lows: Charley Opal Smith, Kenwe were children and had such visit to the home of their
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Jones and are
Lovins,
Monday:
fine.
neth Hatfield, Betty Sue Elkins,
Come.on, Humming Bird friends.
good nines when they visited us Ed
Mrs. Myrtie McClain attended the
don't let these cool, frosty mornLast'Sunday Mrs. Virgie Lovins. Mary Frances Buchanan, June Faror when we went to Aunt Lula's.
In the year 1924, Thacker trustfuneral services for Irvin Barnett
ings close your tiny wings. I will ed Jesus. Christ as his Saviour and
Emma Nance, Mr. and Mrs. ley, Edward Wilson, Tommy WinMrs.
Monday-was a dark gloomy day
in Murray Saturday.
scatter grains of. wheat for you. in July 1926 joined the -Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Lovins chester. Ralph Willoughby. Bonnie
Guy
and
but not fee.. me. for that long
"The Lord is a God of knowlsince the flaWers are bitten by Church at North Fork of which he
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Aylon Lou Thompson, Gene Williams, Sue, edge,
coveted book. "Gone With The
and by actions are weighed." frost.
and Mr. and Mrs. Clay McClure all Stubblefield, James Riley Lassi- 1
remained a true member.
s Wind" at last fell into My hands
Samuel
2:3.
spent the day at Jessie .McClure's. ter, Norma Williams. Ann Hendon,
Mrs. D. J. Wilson, Mrs. 4. P.
Thacker had been a great sufToy Jones has peddled out severand in .spite of putting out eyes, sj. .greessi
impoxias,ks f.r hoax,
Smotherman and baby Larry, Mrs. ferer for many years and
a Elkins, Doria Ratterree, Ira al porkers
14)44 fl-1
finisfi-e-d-ThaThlirbooT 4- over a
recently.
Holton Byars, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. afflicitions with much patience.
of us who never come-so near Elkins, Bruce Ratterree, Pat ColeArlie Jones and sons are buildthousand pages in a little more a much needed winds fall to enPaschall were dinner guests Thurs- Everything that physicians and
man. Chester Thompson. J. B.
ing some stables.
then a day. Understand I don't tirely imagine Rainey Lovins' disday of last week of Ben, Byars'. -loving hands could do was done.
Belt, Leon Adams Ann Parker, Max
Taken from some sketches I just
often read during the week that appointment when he heard that
Mr.' and Mrs. Charlie Wilson of Since June 1st, . his' suffering had
Farley, Faye MeCuiston, Ammie read:. Things
wa
in the • world are Loneoke. Ark.. made
but others waited for
a visit to been so great that hb had' become
A-tzelriesisete-Bucys
valued by dollars and cents; net Mr.
st- was so interesting I away last bank • night if he had bare
Wilson's- mother, Mrs. D. J. willing and anxious for 'the Lord
McCuiston, Dulia Brown, Fos- so with God. Those
couldn't leave it, but I think it been at' the Capitol Theatre. He
who' love the Wilson Sunday.-Golden
tene Williams, Jessie Buchanan, world
Lock.
to . call him*Shome. He was like
certainly -painted war with all, its
will surrender themselves
had hoped for such a break all Joe Dick, Catherine Hutson, W.
Paul in that he had a desire to
to it. Easy going ChristParis are
horrors.
summer,'
A. Elkins. Billy Stubblefield. Helen
depart and be with Christ which
Christians going the wrofig way.
Nothing exciting has happened
Mr, - Willie - -Lovins' family, Otis Shoemaker, James Ratterree, -Myris far better.
If you ever .get to Heaven, it will
around here. I taught at Blue Lovins' family and Mr. and Mrs.
liene Williams. Adie Elkins, Orvin be
precious one from us is gone,
through the lids of Shis blessed
Spring last Wednesday for most, of Hoyt MeCiure spent 'Sunday at
Hutson. and W. D. Oliver.
A _voice we keyed is still:
the men aroundwere subpoenaed Mr. and Mrs.. E. W. Lovins'.
Hello,
folks:Here
somes
HapWe were glad to have Sue LinMy letter mailed November 1 py Jay. He is not teeling very A place is vacant in our -home
to attend court but it adjourned
Well, as -I'm taking these lines ville, as our visitor one day this
whirh)
. never can be filled.
'was not printed. I sure like to read well at this writing.
till March. Last Friday afternoon to the Ledger & Times office as
week. We are always proud to all
-By a friend.
the correspondents' letters. It
the sesehers met at Dover to *it- we go to town Saturday .the news
Mrs.
Roy
Steele,
who
nas
been
have people come and visit us and
will be stale before you read it. see how we are progressing in our would not be much of a paper a patient at the Clinic Hospital
without "Eagle's" letter.
the past week, is improving at this
Can't even tell you about the Fid- school work.
Seems like a long time to wait writing. We hope she ,will soon
dler's contest which we may atSports
a
week
to
get
the
good,
old
Ledger
be strong again.
tend at McCuiston tonight.
Our basketball team was deIn loving memory of our dear
Those who were at the bedside
B
you'll get it befole Thanks- feted for the arset__InneslaseaSas & Times,
su,
Itaislates
}
Atia-retis
so
wittsperof • Ws. -Roy Steele Saturday were-- Wife, mothei. PM- -sgraseirecithee
giving
Oing anyway -sand r". tra't
-day .night --with She -Lynn Grove
int my little prayer: Lord forgive Mrs. Oleta Swith, Miss Jo SWift, Mrs. R. B. Holland, who passed
us who are whole and well and Wildcats being the victors.
It
sheltered. clothed .and fed have made the boys determined to win me for all the wrongs I have done Henry Oglesby, and 'I'. A. Oliver. away June 1. 1936.
today and help me be better toHenry Oglesby mate a business" "Loving and kind in all her ways,
lots to be thankful for even if the next tilt.
morrow.-Old Gloty.
trip Wednesday of 'ThSt week to Upright and just to the end of her
our tables are minus the turkey
We
are
to
play
Hazel
High
DE KITE RELIEF OR
days,
Paducah.
and cranberry sauce!
school Friday night of. this week
MONEY BACK
Hello. Pop Eye! Ho*'about send- Sincere and true in her heart and
Dett7B-brotherl- Hope at Hazel.
,
ing a truck load of those pump- ' mind,
you still get the Ledger &. Times.
THE W ILI A ILD TEE TN IF N T luso
brought. prompt. Cl ri ride tt .11 f in
kins down here around Almo Route Beautiful memories she left be--Chatterbox.
Lbou•aord. tf' eases of Stomach and
hihd."
I wonder if I may drop in 2?
Duodenal Moors, due to Hyperacid-Sadly missed b'Sr. granddaughagain after such a long absence?
ity, anti L“ II,forms of Stoe,teh DisEverett Ferguson, Buchanan. R.
. .
tress due to /Lrerst Acid SOLD ON
ter, Nan Walker.
I. really guess everyone has for- 1, visited his sister
Mrs. Bill
The new municipal. airport on i
SS DAYS TRIAL. For eon, Atilt) ingotten this 'Hillbilly, but we've Thompson over the week-end.
formation. rvad "WIllard's
Treasure Island, site of. the 1939
oftener." Ask for it-tr..-at.
Eine' weather and every nody been keeping up with the times
Read the Classified column.
Golden Gate International ExposiMr. and Mrs: Bill Thompson and
i busy.
by reading our favorite, The Ledtion, only two and a half miless
Times.
ger
&
from downtown San Francisco, will
Some corn is being gathered
Dale & Stubblefield
Several of the farmers in our
be the closest-in air field of any here.
community have finished gatherMurray, Ky.
large municipality in the world.
Health seems extra good here.
ing corn, but most of them are
_ .....
.
t
still firing tobacco. 'Vert • little
of the weed has been stripped so
far.
.
A Sunday' School training course
was held at the Bell City Baptist
Church each night last week. Bro.
Wingo was the instructor and
gave some helpful and interesting lectures on Sunday School
Management.
We are glad to report that Mrs.
Verba. Pittman is convalescing
nicely since her recent operation.
Others who are ill in the corn.:
imunity are Mrs. Robert Adams.
James Edward Sheridan and J. T.
Kemp. who cut his foot rather
severely a few days past.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Dublin
Take a good long look at-rth-eN,
and children, Joe Pat and Jimmie,
smart,. modern, distinctive lines
visited their uncle. Claud Owen,
of Clinton last week-end.
of the new 1938 Chevrolet; count
Virgil Lassiter recently added
the many exclusive advanced
three. acres 'of Sthrk.'s patented
features this beautiful car brings
apple trees to his young -orchard.
Mr. Lassiter already had eight
to you; and .you'll know you'll
acres of thrifty young peach trees.
be ahead with a Chevrolet!
We're hoping for a fine.,orchard in
It's the car that is complete, and
our community within a skw years.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence,: West
that means it's the only lowhave sold their farm and arenow
priced car combining all the
in the market for apother. Dalton_
features listed at the
modern
McClain purchased the West farm's,
We understand 'that Audy Miller
right. See it at your Cheffoiet
has purchased the potter kiln at
dealer's-today!
Bell City and is now preparing ••a
-CHEVROLET stoTen nivistoN
kiln of ware for' burning. "TurnGeneral -Alettor• San Corporation
ing" the ware still remains a mysDETRtliT MICHIGAN
tery tb me, even though I have
watched them take an 'ordinary
piece of clay and with a few deft
efrokes have a beautiful urn. Cars
from almost every state stop to
visit and watch the potter mould
his ware.
--- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Canter and
Mr. and Mrs.' Jody McClure visited
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Shankle
Sunday.
.
Guess I'll sign Off until next
. .. -. _
week.-Olive Oyl.
Editor's Note: Olad to have you
return to our columns.
are 4 More Reasons in a series of

Around Paschall
School

New Concord High
School

Across /he River

In Memoriam

(I

- Almo Route 2

Stokes and Smith
Are New Owners
_oi ford company

Obituary • .
4 • v • •

-

Lena Belle kaley was born
,' Nev&aitier 1. T904, and departed
1

1937'
Age
28'and
this life °eteher
The cerebration' known as Beale 1 32
27 days.
11 months,
dissolved
Motor
its I
*years.
Cempimy
She
professed
faith in Christ at
titular cflarter here this week.
an early age and united with the
transferring its legal controlling
Independence
Methodist
Church.
ownership to Edwin Stokes and
life.
Robert L. Smith, the former a She lived a devoted Christian
She was marl to C. W. Haley
native. Callowayan and the latter
April 23, 1925. k o this union was
a local resident since -1932.
.born two chil,dren. '
The new partnership corporaShe was a devoted wife and
tion will assume the title, the
mother. She endured her sufferStokes-Smitb • Motor-,Cernpany.
ings patiently.
Both Stokes 'ant--smiin have
She leaves to mourn her death
been connected with the motor
car industry before coming to her husband, C. W. Haley, two
children.
Chathne and -Joe Rob;
Murray. Stokes has been with
the Beale Motor Company since father and Mother. Mr. and Mrs.
1935, working beforr that time J. A. -Chapman; two sisters, Mrs.
in
vrdiet Rob Jones and Myrtle Chapman:

P.

friends.
erriptoyed m -kerrtutr
-the- Dr
fen Motor Company. -.Hee is a
native of Marshall county, having A precious one from us has gone
A voice we loved is still.
been reared el Calvert City,
There's a vacant place in our home
That never can be filled.

In Memory
In Old Salern graveyard
Where the flowers gently wave.
Lies myt dear old Dad and Mother
In their lonely, silent grave.'
No one knows our sorrow.
No one here can feel our pain
Yet the Lord says "Seek and sye
shall-find Me"
And be united there • again.
In each child's' home is left a
.tpicen
—V
Of the' lives they heed- tishati-lieie,
And it fills our hearts with gladYet it dims ' our eyes with tears.
We are ten.lonely children.
..•
Left on earth our lives to live,But the Lord says to the weak and
heavy laden
Rich blessings he would give. Written by a daughter, Dessaree
Billington.
---• It.Pays .to Read the Classifieds

ItilMemory

•

We have a full line of
WINDOW GLASS
in all sizes

•
MURRAY PAINT
& WALLPAPER
COMPANY
Telephone 323

• Murray, Ky.

111111111111=111111111111.

Expert Watch and
3esielry Repairing

Sufferers of

STOMACH ULCERS
HYPERACIDITY

Work done at reasonable
prices. Estimates given on
work mailed to us.
All work guaranteed

S.
LENSES or

Protemds Palaver.

FRAMES
Duplicated-

Brook's Chapel

'4

H. B. BAILEY
Kentucky.

Murray
"s—

1

"You'll be ahead in all ways with

You Can Now
Build

NEW 1938 CHEVROLET!"

MODERN -MODE
STYLING

Styling as different as It is
beautiful, for this bigger'
looking, betterlooking
low-priced car. •

PERFECTED
HYDRAULIC
BRAKES

Smooth-powerful- posilive .., it,. safe bLakes
for modern travel . . .
giving maximum mowing
protection.

You'll be ahead in the great things you

get—You'll be ahead in the
small price you payl

49`

s.

IIP

OIMMtE111111Reason

(*.

Lower'eoste from use of simplified designs, planned
for stock sizes of material's and parts, and elimination of useless ornaments,

t\•
7. Savings in fuel costs kom use of Johns-Manville insulation and other present high standards of • constructIon.

101 WAYS

,ImHALE,fike hew

with Johns-Manville Building Materials
a

PHONE 7'2

Calloway County Lbr. Co
-

Murray.,.k

A Three Days' Cough
Is Your DangerSignal

s
6. Economies arising from present V‘Ogue for smaller,
more compact houses with multiple d of space for
sleeping, thing, and living.

No.

V19`

•

•
t
VALVE-IN -HEAD
ENGINE

Menrerallteli-

111111111•1111111111111

ye

No matter how many medicines
you have tried for your cough, chest
cold, or bronchial irritation, you can
get relief new with Creomulsion.
Serious trouble may be brewing and
gou cannot afford to take a chance
With any remedy less potent than
Creomulsion, which goes right to
the seat of the trouble and aids nature to soothe and heal the inflamed
mucous membranes and to loosen
and expel the germ-laden phlegni.
Even if other remedies have failed,
don't be discouraged, try Creomulskin. Your druggist is authorized to
refund your money if you are not
thoroughly satisfled with the bens- _
obtained from the vow fleet •-.
bottle. Creornulsion is one word-not
two, and it has no hyphen in it.

Giving the most efficient
combination of power,
economy and dependability.

•T

Ciskei protection against
drafts, smoke, windshield
clouding, and assuring ,
each possenper individually controlled ventilation."

FISHER NO DRAFT
VENTILATION

MISS BOURLAND STUDIES
Miss Evelyn Bourland., popular
young MurFay High School graduate left Friday for Bloomfield,
N. .1...where she will -take an 8weeks' ' couse 'in teleprinting at
Itfestern Union's operators schoei
there.
sMis4 Bourfat
*et>
. c.514e‘earpa!'-...eed her telegraphy course at the
local Western Union office.

4. labor costs cut throfigh increased operating eflciency inie,.to modern fools and power equipment.

oommuoiReaso,n

(WITH SANTT GLASS
AU. *TOMOS')
Larger interiors-lighter,
brighter colors-and Unisteel construction, making
each body cs _fortress of safety.

ALL-tILENT,,,
ALL-STEEL &etas

Rif-Less Money
Than 10 Years Ago!

Ilcre
vertisenitnts' we Are presenting to you
i .tch week to show you why you can BUth A BETTER HOME FOR -LESS
MONEY TITAN 10 YWS AGO.

So safe-so comfortable
-so different . . . "the
world's finest ride."
4

111114

c.

(WITH SHOCILINGOlt

GENUINE
KNEE-ACTION*

•ON MASTER DE LUXE
MODELS ONLt

rsck 27 YE4r4 „ .

THE CAR THATIS COMPLETEC H E

LET/

TAIBOL OF Sk"

nirg

r'ox-

•1111110

---...see4sesees5.
.
g54....VeltAUgglignM efassar ..41suessi
,
get the genuine product and
the relief you want. (Adv.)

--PORTER MOTOR CO..
-rficaripir7
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East Pine Bluff

High School

uurnang leaves only to find next :
kith()
daY --two leaves in the place, of one
Some of the
burned yesterday.
warm, Wave dragged but the old
About eighty-five students inquill box and began work on quilts cluding teachers and ex-graduates
met, in the satuail auditorium on
soon to be needed.
Miss Grace. Vinson'
(muting. al Thursday night. October 28 Ur -celeGames were
flower garden._ Mrs. Thelma ,Me- brate Hallowe'en.
Daugal is piecing one of the iiime played and !attunes Were- hild
the Witch of the crowd. Refresh_
design.
Mr. end ,Mrs. Ralph Cook and ments tonststing of two 'hamburgers,
a drink and- ice cream were
son and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Vinson visited their parents. Mr. and; served ta each person. Everyone
IMP.
Mrs I, D, Dill. near _the Tennessee -. a a• g
River last Sunday.
'The two long chosen societies
Mrs. Rena Vinson left taday for Lmet test week to agree upon a
several days' viiat with her daugh- name and elect officers. The names
ter. Mrs. Peal Dill and family of agreod • upon were COWifte- ffid
Paducah
Her little granddaugh- Lustuars societies. The -Cowines
ter. Catherine Garland.. went with named as their officers: president.
vice-president,
Rupurt
her.
Outland:
..
.
Jones: secretary-treasurer.
Miss Dorothy Vinson spent the Euin
week-end with her grandparents, Margaret Stephenson: reporters.
Virginia Darnell and Perlme R •wMr. and Mrs. Charlie 'Vinson.
Our schuol is progressing nicely /and. The Lustucru Society chose
under the management of Mies as its officers: president, Johnny
Martha Thomas. A Negro .play Gus Walston; vice-preraderit Wayne
*_esecraigate;,..1.Leacacram- fransrac
walatexc-a‘i Th•r1 g texi

sve

-

_ tel.V l V !lig ti teleatain that their
yon . next week -maybe.
'- --Aunty Cindy" daughter and sister. Mrs. aura Wit-son, had undergone an aperation.
From Her Kitchen Window
Well, it's time to let everybady
- a
They returned home Sunday night
My itachea window's amen, but
I
hcar from Aunt Cindy again.
, and reported that- Mrs. Wilson
Can watch the seasons swinging ba.
________
_
silo' is glad to be writhe et dis'
was getting along fine.
Si.
heah Lialga an' Times. I hope
i Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wells. CarBy Eva Mae WilliamsThe brahches of a maple tree
ow privo Mad stiltinell Wells and Mr, and Mrs. J. F.
vati _ail is enjoin' dis nice boutiatcotweg a _L
Arc -always- waving-- bark at- anta
!ill weitha. _
I Wells saient Sunday as guests of
I __airing down.
Miss Dollie May Maynard spent Nothing bt: .starvatton, or haul it : Mrs- J. F. Wellg' brother. L B.
At breakfast - tape in eery spring
. Lassiter and family. near Austin
Saturday night with Miss EVA Mae
to town.
I've seen the first green feathering
Williams.
'
The frost bit -my corn, and rn
•
'I SPItriiii1-.4.aria .aia. Joe Brandon and
pigs aren't fat.
Several people attended the party
Here to the kettle's cheery hum
at -Mr. and Mss., Boddie 'Rogues I haven't any-property._ but a dog-Mn-and Mrs. Wavel Curd enterrreaseen the first red robint conic
'tamed the following guests $unof Macedonia.
and "cat,
wants everything, from day: Mr. and Mrs. Hardy .0tird.
-And !landing here to make a pie
Miss Lucille Simmons and Miss
C
_Roebuck and Sears.
!Laura Janette eta& Mr. and Mra.
.
I've watched them teach their
Pernie Mae Simmons Were- .taa. .
And she knows that I just can't T. G. Curd and daughter, Carolyn,
• •
yaung to fly.
Yes, we are"- having somg nice Saturday night guests of Misaes
-.beers.
_
mY
and Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Curd
do without
weather but there is usually a Vi,lina and Susan Lax of Mace- Shte
.
rkts all the time, on her of Detroit, Much.
iwewiftee
Far many art hour all summer long
d
calm just before the storm. SO
- Ma c and Mrs. , Cal Geurin of
I've had the benefit of song.
Williams
Daisy
chilMrs.
and
thls• may be the calm, just before
- I'm at town walking the Faxon spent Saturday night as
,White
.
•
Old Man Winter turns this way. Of dren. Jean and Dorothy.. Mrs. Ruby
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Berman
street.
At autumn time of red and brown
course, we can't hope for the Allbritten and daughter. Dickie But I work in the summer and Rolland.
The tree has • donned a lovely
Noble Scarbrough
and
weather to always remain good LaRue,
spring, ,
Mr. and Mrs: Amos Wells atgowu. , .
for winter has already blown, his mother, Mrs. Jeff Scarbrough. Miss But still I can't buy everything. tended_ char& . at Flint Sunday
.
icy breath'sthis way a few morn- Eva Mae, Brent, and Speight Wil- My --cott it pickers expect a doi-- -ad-Were dinner guests of Mr. and
I've seen the leaves go drifting by
li:Anis, Mr. Clifton
taa
Want.
l'efIN. Olt
ad>.
-Like butterfiel - too cold to ilv
Miss Dania Mae Ma -nard were
un,
s
guess
o
r.
an
and
improvements
Margaret
of
the
school.
Roberts. go fur
.
were Sunday dinner guests of their
''tht salt list.
-- "
doesn't pay.
,and then I've seen the winter
Those making the honor roll fur son.- Riidy ; liand-nr and family. retie Williams and sons. J. C. and I think it would be very- nice
can't think of any thing
As
MI*. and Mrs. Mallet Stewart
drape
else to write I have a little poem this six weeks in the first four During the afternoon_Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Mason of Blood Riner. I If the government would raise the :and family were guests Sunday of
Those branches in a saver cape. I would like to see printed if the grades are as follows: first grade; Pat Thrompson asited
in the Hen- suppose Mr. Williams will be goMr. and Mis. Botta Rielorda.tii.
cotton price.
ing towards Freeland 'Town f *r
editor finds spaoras th
Bettye Jo -Halsarrertes.Anna Rut
dun home.
-"Fti a-bud"
•
I guess we will take a or leave it
e cent
Dollar And
ese •
Oh. I have but to lift
Iliffingtarrand- C. W. Jones: sec"Auut Nora" Wilson is spending more.atapplies. before long.
alone.
TO see some splendar patair.g by
Tommie Parker, Mr. and Mrs.
an grade. Billy Lindsey. Rebecca the. week_ with her. grandson, Joe
hogs
our
And
poor
and
eat
gnaw
Tor Williams and children. Louise
A big saver- dollar and a little Roberts. Rubye Dell Bizzle. and &tree WIlson. and 'Mrs. Wilson..
the bone.
_
..
gra,an-aaato--Truly autumrals avelftly.,amasing
Mary Alice Nanney; third grade.
Mr.'aand
Mrs. 1A'arlick Hutson arid Verna's/ Miss Frances Parker We'll just have to keep working.
Thanksgiving is just around the Rolling along together they went, Leonard 'Wilkerson. Louise Leon- and. saii:a*J,oe Max.
Tind
Williams
Charles
were
Sunand Mrs. Jessie
day evening guests of Mr. and As long as-. we're able, and whoa
corner.
We arc thankful -" • 's Willing _along the smooth sidewalk. ard. Lola Mae Boggess. Jack Mill- Simmais spent
Monday
night
we get that _ way.
,.
-a•..
wa are not . whew ttwaiviia; gooioragon_Lozothe
_ too ott
and _Friala Ruberateata fourth a-ith Mr,
Mr. and - Mrs. Barnee Pass-hall
atria -Gaeta aSateneeterts- -Mrs. Errettg Williams. Hula of We- will -nee In a .stonte.course, that didn't cut doalf on
grateful enough. We ansaananneal
grade. Mary Wilma Jones. Thomas.__of_ New Pro's,'
can. talk:
Igudalathe- Mra -MillaMtlea, Mr.
rwid
'
tan*
And with- nottringaran the
his
tal-Think God in a rather super- You poor little cent. a'ou cheap Roberts. Virginia Williams. Dorothy
supplies.
I aud 1Cf1.5. Les Jones and Talmage.
Mr. and Mrs.
*e Freeland of
a
Kffd-,r
-TifEing on•-the shelf.
111es
I'm
heal way for the ISZ-nehts: of faod.
wondering
what
.
everbody
Mae Roberts. Lola 'Catherine Salt- Jackson, Tenn_
•
little. mite.
H., Quitman,. Ellie an
1
. B.
nd
John '•
And if you don't believe it.
and CkathAA.: and shelter. for • the I'm bigger and more than twice as er. D;rothy Lou Griffin. Hilda Mae Freeland and Mr.
f Freeland enjoys the best 'during the fall You can loAt for yourself, .
son
i Paschall and families and ‘
f lcs.
aTaaa,, season.
• fine country in whieh WP life and .ongfit.
I don't think anything
Children: and L. G.. Tubbs: fifth Mill. and Plea Mugs ,
Deering
Luther
the
attended
tuner. we'll just keep going. as
c:uld be better than sitting by a
let it go' at that. Rut deeparnaien I'm worth more than 'you. a hurl- grade. Mary Sue Rose. Sarah Ag- •i-ere Sunday dinner gue ''''
.
services
cousin,
al
for
their
Thackof Mr.
,otong as we ran
Inesse. Agaera
.ter Raselaall-Satuoley at Pasehall
•
-erred fold. - a: - rs.
oy•
ure.
Its cool enough to make it feel And niake lots or money-roc trei Cemetery in Henry County, Tenn..
lots to be thankful for. Our lam- And
and v"iiitten on me in letters ea Imogene Cleaver. -Meats Lee the afternoon. Mr. and Mrs.
other man.
.
good
. •_now_ •
_
..ity,-f_atber_ Mather _aons . datighters
yog.
-That
_old
fire
sure
a.Rowland. Edward Allen and --Nell Robert
I Mr. Paschall's son: Gahm andjantend ,
dues feet- good! Just to think of But. don't get discouraged if your ily of Detroit arrived at hi4 bedtheir . wives, and husband. and a, the mama drawn from The piccuslCiendenert.
- Aylort-McClure: Mr and -Mrs. Go
salary
. is sroall.
•
'children for several 'years- have
:Ming
by
that
goad
old
fire,
and,
Lovins and little Joe' La•vins visited
For, farming Lana so tiaa. after all! side Friday morning before his
,a1,1 gatheredategether Off-Thig.(la'', "In God we- torst- which all can • Sophomore Class Of Alma High in ;the home.
some one put on a big'
So, if the cotton goes up.. I will -passing after many months' illness
of
And what -fun and enjos-ment we
.
cod.
Hot
dog,
what
a
stare:
Entertains yBMC Of -Murray
• read. .
Mrs.
of cancer. • ,
arid
Mr.
Ruddy Houges encontinue with my beers '
Almost *every
have.
year • at Yes 1 know: said the cent'
tertained the young folks Saturday Eatiffg pop corn and peanuta„mak- *And have enaigh left for $12 order
Mr. Paschall was a member of
ing
sophomore
•Almo
ciao;
- dThanksgiving since we' all began rm a_cheap. little mite-and I .
The
pop corn balls and peanut
Trn9,,a
of
•
the Baptist Caturch and before his
night with a -thirty- John".
from Roebuck and Sears,
Part-Y- candy.
marry and - go along our way I'm not tag nor good nor bright. High 'School.- -under the direction A large crowd attended.
ish I had some of that
going spoke al his readiness ta
:here has been at least one new And vet, said the cent. with a .f Mr. Prentice Lassiter, sponsorJohnnie Simmons was in' tau- -good old e ntry eating right now.
• meet his God.
ed
ad -nnori to the family either by •
a
two-course.
Hello.
turkey
dinner
for
,
Louisa
Parker
of
Meek little -sighyear, Tenn., and -Murray Saturday
aorriage or birth This yearit is a You den't go to' church •as often the Young Business Men's- -Club on business.
Chestnut -Grov
I sure 'would
-.The South Pleasant Grove Misof Murray 'Monday night.
dear .sistersiralaw. -We are thank- - „
It's about time
• Misses Pernie Mae and • Lucile- like to-see -vou
sionary society will meet Thursday.
One of our new 'cla_o; rooms was S(mrnons
fill for all these things and many
Well. here I am again on Mn-o
-A -Reader
November 25. at 1:30 p. .m, at the
were week-end guests of you were Coming 'towards' Maceconverted intu , a dining hall and Misses
others.
donia. Say, what a nit commg day morning-a fine, beautiful. coal halal,. of Mea.
Susan and Velma Lax.
•
Duncan Ellis.
k-as -neatly
decorated in ached!
The men are gathering corn and
Mrs. Mary -McClure is - on the Thanksgiving? Come ah old time morning, makes us think aboutMiss Eula May Gupton, daughyou
colors cf blue and white.
getting in the supply of winter
take
a
notion.
killing bogs,
sick . list.
ter of Mr. and, Mrs. Lucian Gyp-wood. And I think the women
Those who attended were Ft. S.
^
Well.
wish someone
amid , Mr. and Mrs. Billie Dunn, and ton. 'and Mr. Gingles Barnes of
Pop'!ye. I am glad to_aay, that
Farmer. P. W. Ordway, Roy Stewliaise all been cleaning- yards an_51
tell
me
when
ike
wvi.
it
will
st
.
3.11s. Ina Nesbitt- -left- ,far Meni—FiEsile, Martin,* Chapel,- enda-sonaait
was-able ater
It has &n site 3.7e- irissirree we' art.-131mes W. Moore. T. Sledd. L.
,me 01“whathhg
pbas, Tenn.. Saturday mornine after Mr :old M•.
walk cver to the schoet Friday, to be ready for ,
WPI'C
had a news item in the 'Ledger
Hortin, Dr. Hugh L. Houston.
although I felt rather exhairsTed
Times: tan we are still exist- Robert Williams. H. C. Hughes, W.
Saturday. Hope you get 0. H.
trig. We are having a pie supper G. Swann, Frank Ryan. 'John S.
will be able to help us with
rDue To Constipation
'Saturday night. -November 20. We Neal, Vernon Stubblefield. Jr.. John and
.
ofte.
one of tnn.ntst_fe,tt effnotn_lextend a mast cardial.oheistation Trotter, 'Ralph Wear. Gingles Wal- your letter Otis week.
n
Poop-Deck-Pappy, your letters
lis. Ralph D. Churchill. Boody - Rusof eonstipation is a headache. Take t., everyone to. be present..
are fine and I enjoy.reading them'
Our honor roll for the past- -six sell. 0. B. Bame. A. F. Yancey.
Black-Drsugita &se or two of purely vegetable
and learning of. the activities of
reeks is ar follows:
John E. Miller. Frank A. Stubble:.
.
the folks in that part of the counTent., the titnsinle nay ____ reutoe
First' grade. Allen Parker, Betty field. Harry Sledd. Henry M. Carty.
Lax Erna Williams: second !icy. A. B. . Austin, Nat
Ryan
the constipation. Etnoy the refresh Mrs.
Monnie
Mitchell
spent
side. Mary Mitchell: third grade. Hughes. T. Waldrop. Pt - Beale.
ing relief which thousands of pear:.
Thursday_ afternoon with Mrs. KitRaypnael
Maynard:
fourth
Herseheil
grade.
Corn.
Chas.
A.
Jennings.
have -reported fi:om the use of -Blatttle
Simmons
stilt
whi
is
unable
to
8-roach.r -clo any ,work.
Lsratight. Sold in 2a-cent paggogen„ Speight Williams: aixth grade. Ber- RoberaBanks.
s •
!nice Wisehart. John Lax. Eva Mae Kirk. Eugeue Boyd. Well,: Overbey.
"lancle Bud" 'odd
very ill
'a.' .ains. and
Frances- Parker:TWarylaa Rayburn. °C. L. --Miller.
•!I 'grade, Frances' Grubbs Preston Holland. sDr. Woodfin Hut- again. We wish, for atiM a speedy'
recovery •
' .1 Esther Parker. and James Ison. C.` A. Lassiter 'and Guy Bill
Hurrah aar the good. old Ledger
A GOOD Lik:CATTV2
'
'neon and a few others whom sa Tunes!
it is woeth.oss money
an gold, Will be seeing you again
• next wttek -Ky. Bell.
names we

to get
---The faculty and senior play entitled "Bashful /3„bby". a 3-act
comedy will be given in the high
school auditorium Saturday' night
December 4.
_We are Awe ran Will want _tit
see "Bashful .Hobby" who is impersonated by pur one and only
agriculture teacher and basketball
coach. Howard
Parsons. Make
your plans to be present .Li--this
performance.
.

edar

Freeland News

Low Priced Cotton I

no News

_

S. Pleasant Grove I

autiaa in root riago S.:11 urciay ;,1
Benton with Elder Gaueb officiating.
Mrs. Clay Orr closed a WPA
school at Mrs. Ellie Paschall's last
Friday. Two of the Pleasant.Grove
Home Department "thetas of the
Sunslay. _School .accurial the- pietlite
-of the 13 women and awls pre•gilt if not pruvideittually hinderedi to read fahrista Sermon on
the Mount, found in Matthew 5, 6,
and 7, three times betwegas now
and January. 1.938. N.1 doubt you
could get spirtual food by reading Christ's wonderful sermon
on the mount. }h. had spent all
the night before in Pitayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Mayo Cherry '
Norwood, Mo., entaute dame
Detaaltit. Mich., 4ient Saturda. k
night with their carusins, Mr. and
Mrs. J. S. Smothetman. On the
following day. Sunday. they visited
with Mr. and Mr.. Lashe Ellis,
Mr. and Mrs: Roacoe Hayes, Mr.
and -Mrs. C. R. Pasahall .ind fart'
awaa aria at-a it *to ,s.
M..
a graduate Of' the Fadd school.
Next Sunday at 11 a. in. preaching services. preceded by Sunday School. will be held at Pleasant
Grove:
.T. W. G.uthrie, who recently
went to Memphis to setk employment, hes, with his family returned
home.
-Chester Smotherman has gone to
Detroit ts• seek work:
Me. Perry-. postiotio rt
-Route.3, klia donated -semie
ti assist in graveling the ro.,,1
the creek that runs betweea Pala

Manerva Orr and,• Mrs. Minnie
Smc.t.hernutii&i,
ri

It Tars t.!h

-

Midway News

.

Nlacedonia School •

the Classifieds

MEN WANTED
$100.00 a month paid to many men
at first and more later. Local manager of nationally known company
a ants to hire several men for work
In this locality. Deliver orders to
farmers, render serviet and do
other stork. Farm experience very
desirable. Car necessary. Permanent. work. You only need to give
youi name and address. Address
box 3170, care of this paper.
Name
Address _

When 'HEADACHEAt.

TAKE IT FROM ONE WHO
WOULDN'T 1DI.YOU!

SPENDING ONE DOLLAR "19 TWO-TENTHS OF ONE CENT
TO EWA ONE DOLLAR
or

I.

th.2 gooie
that lap the golden 49i"
When the NC&StL now (the first nine months of 1937) takes in
one dollar, what happens to that dollar? Here are the facts:

Labor
Materials and SupPlies . .
Taxes . . . . . . . . . .
Rent for Leased Linet . . .
Bond Interest
Miscellaneous
Dividends
Reserves for improvements
Reserves for expansion . .
Reserves for hard times . .

55 7 cents
20.9 cents
6.4 cents
5.5 cents
4 ecents
7 1 cents
None
None
None
None

Parsons Shoots
Foi- City Crowd
Hc•rbert
Parsons.
Somerville,
Tenn.. hairier of many championship- rifle trophies, put on an cxhibiti
sh,toting at A. B.
Scin!' Store Armistice Day
Beale
that Old timers said was beautiful
to watch.
The marksmien shattered dozens
of gum.* marbles, eggs potatoes.
cabbage, arid',lumps of coal to the
enthusiastic cheers. eV a large
audience.
A survey shows, that 11.500 acres'
have ben seeded to_grass and
clover in Breathitt, county this

Don't Discard Your . . .

WHITE SHOES
My dying service makes
-them the proper shade.
•
GILDING . . SILVERING
DYES7=:-- DRESSING-.
•
•

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP
Fast Maple Street

100.2 cents
For every dollar the NC&StL now takes in it must not only
pay out all of'that dollar but also, from its diminishecrieserves
(carefully saved in prosperous years). it must pay out two-4-ikentlas
44U to payAvust of taking in that same dollar.
flusIness cannot prosper — business cannot long endure, if costs
forced upon it are too high to permit the earningof-enough
profit to 'fairly reward existing invested capital and to attract
new capital, to make needectimprovements. and to create reserves for-hard limes.
The NC&Stl, is -giving the-I:rest- seivict "1111 its history ;=-111i4
now raying Ur no ,
.4iphiyes and hopes not to be forced to do'O.

Increased public patronage alone can solve its problem. For
added public support the NC&StL is truly grateful.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St Louis Ry.
C.Atr
derDick

171.
THC

DIXIE
LIM

250

•LIE. B
ANMann gem

400 ROOKS ,

The model illustrated is the BC i< SPECIAL 4-door toursna isedast-111047 delivered at Pint,
ender-wells, while sid•wall igres and special accessories extra

The prize Automobile Story of the year is wrapped up in Buick
—with its DYNAFLASH ENGINE and TORQUE-FREE SPRINGING
rrHERE are several hundred thou- the power plant! Great as it is, there's
'. sands of people who'll tell you something equally great doing marfrom personal experience that Buick velous things at the other enctl
isn't one,to promise yvb,ftt it can't
That poised. jarless, winging ride is
Pnaide•
one thing that BuiCoil TORQUE-FREE
So when we're all
ted about the SPRINGING gives. Light-as-fluff hanDYNAFLASteengine ant'd its companiondling - freedom from tail-wag -abin-greatness, Buigoil • TORQUE-FREE sence of wander - these also stem
SPR I NGI NG-wer
not just gushing, from those stout, easy-flexing,
everwe're stying
Is you can prove out. soft springs of coiled steel.
Step in-talcé charge-put this quick
and quiet /coney- up against the kind You hold the road - even on sharp
of drivi
know best-.you'Itherise curves. You face fewer skid risks.act iet-'lazed streets. You find
inr'stan
star.'amOn'thnesS and
.gi't;rig you more rear tieesiast lonAer,sprinusnot--is out, maintenance is simpler. All
Jo our ggsoline money!
because BuiCoil Springing is here!
sk more out thin you've any honest
right to ask of any, car-and the fret- Fool you? We wouldn't even try! Let
less, gracious. joyous way it does us denonstrate, and you'll know
things tells you that you've got some- which car you've got to have!
thinslinthatD1
And don't- lavish
all your praise on

A SAFETY CUSHION

ON EACH WHEEL!

Buick replaats• the taso•I type Afro,
.;111 this .1
,
,,•1
erring
stout coiled meel and h,it der,'•aciens I
•port I)pa shockahaerhers, ligJl1, ali/ned hy
the 1 awe
lob,. rear silt and heel• connote,.fat (boort, ritnnol
•111“1
reduclni Jail., from •141,1.. No
shackles, DO &calm ptnnts, no chatter,
no Pre.."..*
Fcar toe wear.

MATCH THESE VALUES!
Complete mitt.
engme and TOIRQI
ion's,
PRINtery:.0=-..isidaisdelp.er•knifu. Mitt,
busiftfst rotor S
Butch SPFA:141. 4,11par.touring' _wawa,
TUN% 4-dtertr lourong s,glan. S1297:
lit,•nm,
4.domIr tolirtdg •••do,, $16115;
•
$2355, All
Spectld tece,sorrc
l• yes a Any and frelgh, .•
Betise Buy Buick an Easy ,Ce
natal Motors Terms

-

WITH BATH

1

11•11
lip i 1 -'1.
%.....

wit?.
LINDELL AT
_ .GRAND .

A GENERAL

MOTORS VALUE

L. S. Anderson Motor Co.
. 10840 North Seventh Street
Mayfield, Kentucky
MURRAY DISPLAY ROOMS—TOliaceo Barn Sill St., between .Maple 'and Poplar; Ira Morgan & Soria, Manager*

k. •

